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A B S T R A C T

In recent years, the Internet has become a major source of visual infor-
mation exchange. Popular social platforms have reported an average
of 80 million photo uploads a day. These images, are often accompa-
nied with a user provided text one-liner, called an image caption. Deep
Learning techniques have made significant advances towards auto-
matic generation of factual image captions. However, captions generated
by humans are much more than mere factual image descriptions. This
work takes a step towards enhancing a machine’s ability to generate
image captions with human-like properties. We name this field as
Affective Image Captioning, to differentiate it from the other areas of
research focused on generating factual descriptions.

To deepen our understanding of human generated captions, we first
perform a large-scale Crowd-Sourcing study on a subset of Yahoo
Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million Dataset (YFCC100M). Three
thousand random image-caption pairs were evaluated by native En-
glish speakers w.r.t different dimensions like focus, intent, emotion,
meaning, and visibility. Our findings indicate three important un-
derlying properties of human captions: subjectivity, sentiment, and
variability. Based on these results, we develop Deep Learning models
to address each of these dimensions.

To address the subjectivity dimension, we propose the Focus-
Aspect-Value (FAV) model (along with a new task of aspect-detection)
to structure the process of capturing subjectivity. We also introduce
a novel dataset, aspects-DB, following this way of modeling. To im-
plement the model, we propose a novel architecture called Tensor
Fusion. Our experiments show that Tensor Fusion outperforms the
state-of-the-art cross residual networks (XResNet) in aspect-detection.

Towards the sentiment dimension, we propose two models: Concept
& Syntax Transition Network (CAST) and Show & Tell with Emotions
(STEM). The CAST model uses a graphical structure to generate sen-
timent. The STEM model uses a neural network to inject adjectives
into a neutral caption. Achieving a high score of 93% with human
evaluation, these models were selected as the top-3 at the ACMMM
Grand Challenge 2016.

To address the last dimension, variability, we take a generative
approach called Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) along with
multimodal fusion. Our modified GAN, with two discriminators, is
trained using Reinforcement Learning. We also show, that it is possible
to control the properties of the generated caption-variations with an
external signal. Using sentiment as the external signal, we show that
we can easily outperform state-of-the-art sentiment caption models.
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The exponential growth of the Internet has brought-in multiple changes
in our lives. One of these prominent changes has been in our (social) Internet as

multimodal
communication
medium

communication. Not only have our communication methods become
faster, they have also become multimodal. With modern web-pages
becoming more animated and interactive, the visual and text modali-
ties have dominated these mediums. The introduction of Web 2.0 has
also brought an era of user generated content. This has been furthered
by a proliferation of social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram,
Flickr etc. With nearly 75% of “Internet-Surfers” using social media,
Instagram alone has reported an average of 80 million photo uploads
a day1 [1]. A similar report from Facebook states that its users have
uploaded on an average 350 million photos a day since its inception2

(till 2018).
Of the vision and text modalities, the visual medium dominates

the communication with an estimated projection of 80% by the year
2020 [2]. Although the visual medium dominates the communication,
textual modality also plays an equally important role. This is because visual and text

mediumthe uploaded visual contents are often accompanied by a short piece
of text, usually a one-liner, called a caption. These text snippets mostly
describe the visual content or provide subjective interpretations of the
author. An analysis of one million random Flickr images, from the
Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million (YFCC100M), shows that
70% of the uploaded images have a user generated text accompanying
them (Figure 1.1). The caption lengths vary, with the majority falling
in the range of [2− 5] words (as depicted in Figure 1.2). This estimate
excludes the automatically generated machine/camera image captions.

An image caption, therefore, is a piece of text which usually describes
the content of the image or is in some manner connected to the context
of the same. The motivating question then becomes:

Why are image captions important?
More importantly, in the context of this thesis:

Why should machines generate image captions?.

1.1 motivation

There are multiple reasons as to why users write an image caption. It
varies from communication, engagement, entertainment to product-
marketing. We explore these in the following sections.

1 https://instagram-press.com/blog/2015/09/22/celebrating-a-community-of-400-million/

2 https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/facebook-statistics/

3

https://instagram-press.com/blog/2015/09/22/celebrating-a-community-of-400-million/
https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/facebook-statistics/
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Figure 1.1: The distribution of user generated caption for 50 randomly sam-
pled users on Flickr. On an average, the user generated captions
dominate the text as compared to machine generated
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Figure 1.2: The distribution of caption lengths across 1 million randomly
sampled Flickr images. If we exclude the camera generated (cam-
era) and untitled (no-cap) images, we can see that an estimated
73% of images have a caption associated with them.

1.1.1 Self Presentation in Social Media

In 2019, an estimated 3.48 billion people are using social media world-
wide, a reported increase of 9% every year3. The user base of social
media is no longer limited to teenagers, but increasingly, 35− 44 years
old have also populated the ranks of joiners and spectators. In the con- personality in social

mediatext of such large user base, social media postings, can be considered
as an extension of Goffman’s popular theory of Presentation of Self [3].
It states that, “During any social interaction, people often have a desire
to control the impressions that others form about them”. Extending
this to the online world, users often create posts and use language
that is consistent with ones desired identity [4]. For example, writing
funny captions or uploading images of oneself in trendy outfits match-
ing this desired identity. More often, this is done through voluntary
self-disclosure. Thus choosing the style of language, hence captions,
translate as the means to control the “impression management” across
the social media. Figure 1.3, a and b, show examples of the same.

3 https://blog.hootsuite.com/simon-kemp-social-media/, last accessed 15.07.2019

https://blog.hootsuite.com/simon-kemp-social-media/
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(a) Cycling at noon. (b) Dancing and Singing.

(c) Sleepy pooch on the couch. (d) This calm sunset sea.

(e) Tesla: A wild Model-X in its natural
habitat.

(f) Adidas: Precision designed to let
you take control of the energy you
create.

(g) Sadly shootings are likely to con-
tinue.

(h) Let the whole of Hongkong unite.

Figure 1.3: Examples of social media posts. These postings convey different
messages like identity projections (a and b), regular captions (c
and d), marketing (e and f), public opinions (g and h). These
symbolic social media posts have been recreated by the author
which reflect the real examples (to avoid copyright issues). Images
used fall under the Creative Commons Zero License (used under
CC0).
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1.1.2 Advertisement/Marketing

With increased consumer presence across the Internet, business enti-
ties have increasingly started using the social media as a platform to
market their products. Firms have employed dedicated internal/exter- Advertisement

methods used by
brands

nal social media teams to assist user engagement. The core method of
brand involvement (creating positive feelings of attachment to a brand)
revolves around increasing engagement of brand’s social media posts.
Brand images along with captions are used here to create a sense of
intimacy with the consumers. Moreover, image captions are also used
to highlight the product features in subtle ways. Figure 1.3, e and f,
portray such marketing strategies employed by firms. These teams
often employ software/bots to assist the engagement process [5, 6].
As part of this, automatic chat-bots also initiate conversations with
users or write engaging comments to user uploaded images.

1.1.3 Visually Impaired

Describing images through language acts as an important aid for the
visually challenged population. Visually impaired individuals often environment

understandingrely on software that read captions aloud in order to understand the
visual contents. Such captions not only reveal objective information,
but also enrich it by including subjective and sentiment dimensions.
Such dimensions can help in magnifying details of entities present
inside the image and highlight their individual attributes.

1.1.4 Effective Communication

Of all the applications, effective communication can be postulated as
the most influential use of captions. Here, images along with captions
play an important role in conveying sentiments/emotions which are
otherwise difficult using a single modality. Users often use such multi- public opinion

through captionsmodal methods in order to convey their strong opinions/resentments.
These messages, often times, also highlight certain inherent problems
that exist in their immediate surroundings/location. For example, the
2011 Egyptian revolution starting with Tunisia garnered widespread
coverage through such communication methods [7]. Figure 1.3, g and
h, show few examples of such communication.

1.2 automatic caption generation

In the above sections we have seen the areas where image captions play
an important role. Therefore, an enhanced human-like caption/de-
scription generation by machines has far reaching consequences. Ma-
chines can act as assistants to humans, providing them with different
options with caption generation. Visually impaired individuals can automatic captioning

for enhanced
applications
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use automatic machine generated descriptions as an aid in scene/im-
age understanding [8, 9]. Automatic marketing bots can have effective
communication with consumers making advertisement more efficient.
A variety of other applications have already been developed around
automatic image captioning. Automatic Personal Diary, which summa-
rize ones vacations/trip photos is one such example [10]. Moreover,
other fields like image retrieval, image indexing can also use this tech-
nology in order to enhance their existing algorithm. More importantly,
the advances in this direction shall take machines one step closer
towards efficient human interaction.

1.3 affective image captioning

Significant advances have been made in automatically generating
image captions [11–16]. However, this line of research has primarily
been focused on generating factual/objective description of images as
captions. Although factual captioning has significant applications, thismove away from

objective descriptions area of research ignores the human element of caption generation (as
the core focus is on image description).

When humans write image captions, they are much more that mere
factual description of images. Captions generated by humans often
include different dimensions, contexts and more [17]. This field of
automatic captioning has been less explored and therefore, shall be
the main focus of this work. We shall call this field Affective Image
Captioning to differentiate it from the above mentioned captioning
research.

1.4 research questions and goals

The main research question of this thesis is:
Q:

Can machines generate human-like image captions?

The above question can be decomposed into five sub-questions with
corresponding goals:

• Q.1 :

What properties do human generated captions contain?

Goal: Conduct a worldwide human involved crowd-sourcing
study with user generated image captions. Collect human feed-
back on these captions (through a Questionnaire) and arrive at
relevant properties through statistical analysis.
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• Q.2 :

Can machines capture the subjectivity prevalent in the visual
medium?

Goal: Check the feasibility of Deep Learning models to capture
subjectivity in images. Arrive at a framework such that it can be
further used for image captioning.

• Q.3 :

Can machines generate captions with a sentiment dimension?

Goal: Research the methodology of enhancing the sentiment
of an image caption. Investigate the feasibility of using Deep
Learning models to implement these methods. Evaluate these
models quantitatively and qualitatively.

• Q.4 :

Can machines generate controlled variations in captions?

Goal: Investigate the feasibility of using Generative Deep Learn-
ing models for generating variations in captions. Additionally,
design the models such that the properties of these variations can
be controlled by the user. Provide quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of these models.

• Q.5 :

Do we have representative non-biased datasets for the tasks?

Goal: Most datasets crawled through social-media have a high
bias towards the positive sentiment. Investigate the availability
of balanced datasets for the above mentioned sub-questions. If
found unavailable, develop new datasets for the task and make
them available to the community.

In the following section, we list-out our contributions w.r.t these
questions.

1.5 contributions

The already published contributions of this work can be summarized
into three broad areas: a) Human Captioning Study, b) Affective
Captioning Models and c) Datasets
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1.5.1 Human Captioning Study

A worldwide study to evaluate human generated captions was per-
formed over a span of 8 months. This study involved participants
from countries where English is a native language. The study collectedcrowd-sourcing

15,000 responses and played a crucial role in evaluating properties of
human generated captions. The study also revealed other interesting
non-intuitive aspects of captioning behavior and set the platform for
researching into captioning models to emulate these properties. The
findings of this study are published in ACMMM 2017 [17].

1.5.2 Affective Captioning Models

Deep learning models were developed and implemented to include
human-like properties of Subjectivity, Sentiment, and Variations.

1.5.2.1 Subjectivity

The Focus-Aspect-Value model (FAV) was designed to capture the
subjectivity prevalent in image interpretations w.r.t focus. In this re-
gard, a new task of aspect-detection was introduced into the community.aspect-detection

Additionally, a novel method of information fusion called Tensor Fusion
was also introduced. The Tensor Fusion method and the FAV model
are published in ICMR 2019 [18] and the extended version has been
accepted in journal IJMIR 2020 [19].

1.5.2.2 Sentiment

Two models were developed and evaluated as a part of the sentiment
dimension for captioning:CAST/STEM

• Concept and Syntax Transition Networks (CAST): A graphical
model for sentiment captions.

• Show and Tell with Emotions (STEM): An end-to-end Deep
Learning model for sentiment injection.

The above mentioned models scored high on the human evaluation
track of the ACMMM Captioning Grand Challenge and ICMR [20, 21].

1.5.2.3 Variations

Generative models for introducing variation and sentiment into cap-
tions were developed using Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN).
A novel way of context (sentiment) fusion using GAN and a two-phasegenerate controlled

variations training approach were also proposed to stabilize GAN training. It
was also shown that using Policy Gradients algorithm from Reinforce-
ment Learning, it is possible to overcome the diminishing gradients
for GANs. The generative captioning model and the fusion methods
were published in ICANN 2019 [22]
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1.5.3 Datasets

Two important datasets were published as a part of this work. These
datasets are open to the public.

1.5.3.1 aspectsDB

As a part of the FAV model a new dataset was also introduced which
aided training using this way of modeling. The dataset contains publicly available

155,539 images (with 19 aspects) and is balanced w.r.t the distribution
of sentiment, which was found lacking in the previous datasets [18].

1.5.3.2 captionsDB

The evaluations and responses from the Human Captioning Study
was compiled into a dataset to aid research in other areas like caption
interpretation, user behavior analysis etc.
All datasets are publicly available online and can be downloaded at
https://madm.dfki.de/downloads.

1.6 thesis structure

This thesis is organized into five major sections: Introduction, State-
of-the-art, Human captioning study, Affective captioning models and
Summary. The rest of the organization can be briefly explained as
following:

1.6.1 State-of-the-art

Chapter 2 explains the background work and relevant algorithms
required in the field of automatic image captioning. The chapter also background

summarizes the state-of-the-art research related to this field. General
image captioning architectures and quantitative caption evaluation
metrics are also discussed. A brief introduction to Reinforcement
Learning (RL) is provided as a part of this chapter. RL algorithms have
been used for generative approaches in the latter half of this work.

1.6.2 Human Captioning Study

Chapter 3 describes the large scale human involved study conducted
to evaluate properties of human generated captions. The details of human caption

propertythe setup, experiment and statistical analysis are discussed here. The
chapter concludes by providing important properties to pursue for
affective image captioning.

https://madm.dfki.de/downloads
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1.6.3 Affective Captioning Models

Chapter 4 introduces the new task of aspect detection and the FAV
model for subjective visual interpretation. A novel fusion approachsubjectivity

called Tensor Fusion is explained as a method for implementing
the FAV model. The experiment results prove that this method of
information fusion outperforms the state-of-the-art Cross Residual
Networks (XResNet) in aspect prediction.

Chapter 5 describes how sentiment can be injected into image cap-
tions. Two relevant models are proposed that can generate imagesentiment

captions with high sentiment value. The evaluation of these mod-
els through human subjects are discussed including the ACMMM
Captioning Grand Challenge.

Chapter 6 explains the generative approach to image captioning. It
also describes how Reinforcement Learning can be used to stabilize
GAN training and generate variations in captions. It goes on to de-variability

scribe how a property (e.g., sentiment) can be fused inside a GAN to
control the corresponding property in the generated captions.

Chapter 7 describes the architecture and organization of the real-
time captioning demo Captittude using Tensorflow.application

1.6.4 Summary & Outlook

Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 summarize the work and chart the future
possible directions for the course of this research respectively.

1.6.5 Appendix

Appendix A, describes the mathematical details behind the evaluation
of captions. We derive the equations accompanying popular quantita-caption evaluation

and crowd-sourcing
lessons

tive evaluation metrics. Appendix B lists the general best practices and
cautions to be taken into account while setting up Crowd-Sourcing
experiments.
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B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K

This chapter describes the state-of-the-art algorithms and models used
in the field of image captioning. There have been many image caption-
ing approaches proposed in the last decade. These methods range from
basic detection/recognition based techniques to the present encoder-
decoder models. Recently, generative models have also been proposed
for image captioning. Other studies that have also tried to explore the
non-factual aspects in the generated caption, e.g., sentiment. There-
fore, the intention of this chapter is to introduce these architectures to
the reader and make him aware of the state-of-the-art in this field of
research.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 describes the popu-
lar deep learning networks used in building image captioning models.
Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 describe the basic approaches used in image
captioning. Section 2.4 explains the neural network based encoder-
decoder models. Section 2.5 discusses attention based approaches, chapter structure

where attention mechanisms are used to improve caption accuracy.
Section 2.6 deals with the generative approaches. Here, the concepts
from Reinforcement Learning are also discussed as many genera-
tive models use Reinforcement Learning algorithms for training. The
common datasets and evaluation methods used in captioning are pre-
sented in Section 2.7 and Section 2.8 respectively. Section 2.9 gives an
introduction to methods used for capturing subjectivity in images and
Section 2.10 concludes the chapter with a summary.

2.1 deep learning networks

The revolution in deep learning has been powered by two basic net-
work architectures: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long
Short Term Memory, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). While CNN is
mostly used for image processing, LSTM is used for sequence analysis
and Natural Language Processing (NLP). In the sections below, we
provide a short introduction to these architectures and their variants.

2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

The architecture of a CNN is inspired by the visual cortex of the
human brain, where individual neurons respond to stimuli only in
the restricted region of the visual field. A CNN can capture the spatial image processing

and temporal dependencies of an image. It does this by successive
convolution operations over the image. Briefly put, the network consists

15
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of two main components: feature learning and classification. Figure 2.1
shows a typical architecture of a CNN.

Cat
House
Dog
Car

Flower
Sky

Convolution + Non-Linearity + Pooling FC1 FC2 Softmax

Feature Extraction ClassificationInput Image

Figure 2.1: A CNN consists of two main components. The feature learning
and the classification component. In the feature learning part,
multiple convolutional layers are stacked on each other to learn
features starting from basic ones (like edges) to more complex
ones. The classification layer consists of stacked FC layers that
assign the input to classes.

2.1.1.1 Feature Extraction

Features in a CNN are learned through successive convolutional layers.
The level of abstraction learned increases as we go deeper with each
convolutional layer. The first level of convolutional layers learn low
level features like edges, corners etc. These features are then provided
as input to succeeding convolutional layers which learn to combine
these features to learn higher level of abstraction. In order to checkconv block

values from exploding and to introduce non-linearity, the outputs
from each layer are usually clamped using different mathematical
functions. These are called as activation layers. Popular choices for these
functions are sigmoid, ReLU etc. To reduce the spatial dimensions
of intermediate representation of images, an operation called pooling
is applied. The general choice for pooling is max-pooling, wherein,
the largest value is selected as a representative of a part of an image.
Therefore a convolutional layer refers to the combination of the three:
convolution + non-linearity + pooling.

2.1.1.2 Classification

The classification block consists of flattening the convolution matrices
and addition of FC layers to the network. The flattened matrices are
converted into a vector and feed forward neural network. The intu-decision block

ition is that the features learned by the convolutional layers can be
used by multiple FC layers to make a decision. The final layer in a
classification block is the softmax layer, which converts the activations
into a probability distribution over the label space.
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2.1.1.3 CNN Variants

There are four popular variants of a CNN which have been used
widely in image captioning research. These are: AlexNet, GoogLeNet,
ResNet and VGGNet. The AlexNet architecture was developed by
authors of [23] and started the deep learning revolution when it
won the ILSVRC in 2012. Two years later, ILSVRC-2014 was won by ILSVRC winners

another CNN variant introduced called GoogLeNet [24] introduced by
Google. Another popular architecture called as VGGNet [25] was also
introduced the same year. ILSVRC-2015 saw the introduction of very
deep CNN architectures called Residual Network or ResNet [26] with
up to 256 layers.

2.1.2 Long Short Term Memory Network

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are used to process sequential
data because they can take previous information into account while
processing the present task. This is done by providing the current
output backwards as an additional input to the next step. Although sequence processing

this architecture works well for shorter sequences, the performance of
RNN depreciates over longer sequences and deeper networks. The main
challenge as discovered by [27] is called the vanishing/exploding gradient
problem. Simply put, when the gradients are propagated backwards
through a deep network they either explode or vanish due to repetitive
multiplications. This makes RNN incapable of learning long term
dependencies.

ht
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Ct-1 Ct

ht-1

ft it

tanh

otC’t
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     σ      σ
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Figure 2.2: The LSTM cell architecture contains a cell state along with three
gates: input, output and forget. Gates are sigmoid functions that
control that flow of data through them. This allows the cell to
remember long sequences and keep the memory over time-steps
to take decisions.

In order to overcome this problem, the authors of [28] introduced
the LSTM architecture. The simplest form of an LSTM contains a cell
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with three gates: input, output and forget. Gates inside an LSTM cell
are sigmoid activation functions (meaning they output values in the
range [0-1]). Therefore, they decide when data should be stored and
given away from the cell. This represents a form of memory for thegate mechanism

LSTM, which then can keep contexts over long sequences. The gates
can be represented by:

it = σ(wi[ht−1, xt] + bi), (2.1)

ft = σ(w f [ht−1, xt] + b f ), (2.2)

ot = σ(wo[ht−1, xt] + bo), (2.3)

where it, ft and ot represent the input, output and forget gate respec-
tively wx, bx, represents the weights and biases of the corresponding
gates. xt is the input at timestamp t. ht−1 represents the input from
the previous timestamp.

The cell state equations can be represented by:

c′t = tanh(wc[ht−1, xt] + bc), (2.4)

ct = ft ∗ ct−1 + it ∗ c′t, (2.5)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(ct), (2.6)

where c′t, ct are the intermediate cell state and cell state respectively.

2.1.2.1 LSTM Variants

Various architectures of LSTM have become popular over time. Au-
thors of [29] introduced peephole connections inside the cell, allowing
the gates to look at the cell state. Others combined different gates
together. However, the most popular variant is the Gated Recurrent
Unit introduced by the authors of [30]. In this architecture, the forgetgate variations

and input gates are combined into a single update gate. Additionally,
the cell state and hidden state are also merged into one. The authors
claim that this simplification provides an enhanced performance over
regular LSTM cells in the task of machine translation.

Having discussed the basic neural network architectures used in
image captioning, we move on to describing the evolution of image
captioning approaches in the next sections.

2.2 basic captioning approaches (triplet based)

Some of the early approaches that were used with respect to image
captioning were to first extract important objects from the image and
then construct sentences based on these objects. In the work, [31],
the authors first map each of the images to a meaning space which
consists of (object, action, scene) triplet and then use these triplets totriplets

generate the sentences describing images. This work is similar to [32]
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where again objects, visual attributes, and spatial relationships are
first extracted as a phase selection step. These extracted entities are
used to form a sentence in the phase fusion step. Another recognition
based approach is used in [33] which first detects important objects,
its attributes using classifiers and then generate the sentences using
a Conditional Random Field. Other interesting studies using similar
detection techniques are in the works [34–37].

2.3 basic captioning approaches (projection based)

The second set of methods bring the images and sentences into a
single multi-dimensional space by converting each of them into vec-
tors. Thereafter a set of distance measures are used to find the closest
matching description of a given image ([38, 39]). The work of [39] uses multimodal

projectionneural networks to map images and sentences into the same vector
space. Although the above mentioned methods have shown promising
results they cannot be used for generating novel descriptions. Hence
the performance of these methods drop when there are new composi-
tions of objects in a given image (even though individual objects have
been observed during training).

2.4 encoder decoder captioning approaches

The state-of-the-art image captioning models today use the encoder-
decoder setup [11, 15, 40–42]. The inspiration for the encoder-decoder
setup comes from the advances made in the field of machine trans-
lation. The work in [43], called as the seq2seq model, paved way for
this. In seq2seq model two LSTM networks are used for the purpose
of machine translation. Briefly put, the first LSTM reads the source
sentence and encodes it into a n-dimensional vector. The second LSTM

uses this n-dimensional vector to decode it into the target sentence.
Image captioning can also be considered as a translation problem. The end-to-end neural

network baseddifference here is that the translation is across multiple modalities,
namely from visual to text modality. Authors of [11] were the first to use
this architecture to generate objective image captions. This architecture
is called as Show-n-Tell. In Show-n-Tell, a CNN is used as the encoder
and a LSTM acts as the decoder. The CNN encodes the image into a
n-dimensional vector (similar to seq2seq) model and the LSTM decodes
this vector into a caption. Figure 2.3 shows a brief illustration of this
architecture. Many other works have explored this technique with
different degree of variation. In [44], the authors use a bidirectional
RNN to not only generate the captions from the images but to also get
the visual features (given a sentence describing the images). In [45],
the authors explore the use of Diverse Beam search instead of nor-
mal search suggesting improved captioning quality. Other interesting
studies using similar techniques are [46–49].
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Figure 2.3: In the encoder-decoder model, the CNN takes the image as input
and converts it into an n-dimensional vector based on the last
FC layer. This n-dimensional vector as initial hidden vector for
the LSTM decoder (h), which decodes it into a sentence/caption.
Image used is from the publicly available Microsoft Dataset [84]

2.5 attention based captioning approaches

Attention mechanism used in RNN is an idea loosely based on how
humans observe a scene. When humans look at a scene, we focus
on certain parts of the scene in “high-resolution” while other parts
remain in peripheral “low-resolution”. The brain uses this mechanism
to attend to specific details and adjust the focal point across regions.focus based variant

Attention based methods for captioning have been proposed in [15].
Here an LSTM cell with attention is trained to look at certain part of
the image while generating a particular word. The advantage here is
that the generated captions are more precise as irrelevant parts of the
image are discarded. Attention mechanism has also been combined
with additional visual information in [50, 51]. Here, the authors use
attention together with information from top-down (encoder-decoder
approach) and bottom-up (detection based) approaches inside the
RNN.

2.6 generative captioning approaches

Generative approaches have been have been quite successful in do-
mains like image generation. These approaches work by learning the
distribution of the training data and generating similar samples. Of the
generative methods, the most successful have been the Generative Ad-
versarial Networks. In the following section we discuss this architecture
in detail.
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2.6.1 Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is a type of network which
consists of two components: a Generator and a Discriminator. The task
of the generator is to learn the distribution of the data and produce
samples which are as close to the distribution as possible. The discrim-
inator tries to identify the real data (from the training set) from the
fake ones (which are generated by the generator). The training method adversarial

mechanismof a GAN is called as adversarial training. During adversarial training,
the two entities (generator and discriminator) compete against each
other. The generator tries to fool the discriminator (by producing
samples very close to the real distribution) whereas the discriminator
tries not to get fooled. As these networks get trained, both of them
improve until a point where the data generated by the generator is
indistinguishable from the real data.

In the regular setup of a GAN, the generator receives a noise variable
z ∼ Pz(z), which the generator maps to dataspace as G(z; θg), where G
is a differentiable function represented by the neural network and θg

are its parameters. The discriminator represents another differentiable min-max game

function D(x; θd) that outputs a single scalar value. The output of D(x)
represents the discriminators “belief” that x came from the training
distribution or was generated by G. Therefore the discriminator is
trained to maximize the probability of determining both true and fake
samples correctly. The discriminators objective, OD, can be represented
by the following:

(2.7)OD = Ex∼Pdata(x) [log D(x)] + Ez∼Pz(z) [log (1 − D(G(z)))],

where, Pdata(x) and Pz(z) are the distributions of data and the noise
variable z respectively.

The generators objective is to fool the discriminator and generate
samples as close to the training data. Therefore its objective can be
defined as the following:

(2.8)OG = Ez∼Pz(z) [log (D(G(z)))],

If we combine Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8, we realize that together
they play a min-max game with the following value function, V(G, D):

V(G, D) = min
G

max
D

Ex∼Pdata(x) [log D(x)] + Ez∼Pz(z) [log (1 − D(G(z)))].

(2.9)
generator fools
discriminatorThe convergence point of the training is when the generator learns

to generate samples which the discriminator cannot assign a label
correctly (real or fake). Figure 2.4 shows a brief illustration of this
architecture.
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Figure 2.4: In the original setting of a GAN[52], the generator takes an n-
dimensional random vector as input and generates data which is
close to the original training distribution. The discriminator tries
to differentiate between the generated data and the real one.

2.6.2 Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks

In a Conditional Generative Adversarial Network (CGAN), the archi-
tecture of GAN is extended by conditioning the generator and dis-
criminator on some extra information. This information, y, can be
any kind of external input, e.g., data from other modality, class label
etc. This conditioning is performed by feeding y into discriminatorexternal conditionals

and generator as additional input layer. This means that if we use a
neural network for G and D, each of these networks would have an
additional input of y. The modified value function can be represented
as follows:

V(G, D) = min
G

max
D

Ex∼Pdata(x) [log D(x|y)] + Ez∼Pz(z) [log(1−D(G(z|y)))]

(2.10)

Having discussed the generative model with GAN and CGAN, we
shall briefly describe the methods of Reinforcement Learning which
are used to train generative models. The following section covers these
methods of Policy Gradients and Monte-Carlo rollouts.

2.6.3 Reinforcement Learning

In a Reinforcement Learning (RL) setting, we have an agent and an
unknown environment. The agent’s current state is denoted by s ∈ S ,
where S is the set of states. To interact with the environment, the
agent performs an action, a ∈ A (where A is the set of actions) in turn
receiving a reward, r ∈ R. This also causes the agent to change to a
new state, s′ ∈ S . The goal of the agent is to maximize the cumulativeagent and

environment reward by choosing the right set of actions for interacting with the
environment (Figure 2.5 shows a brief overview of this setting). The
agent’s policy π(s) provides the decision mechanism to choose the
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optimal action in a state in order to maximize the total reward. A
policy usually contains a set of parameters θ and is generally denoted
by πθ(s).

The interaction between agent and environment is captured in
discreet time steps t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , T. If the state, action, and reward at
a time-step t are denoted by St, At, and Rt, respectively, then we can
describe the interaction sequence or trajectory, terminating in time T as
: S1, A1, R2, S2, A2, R3, . . . , ST (the reward for time-step i only arrives
in time-step i + 1). A transition step from state s to s′, with an action a,
providing a reward r is represented by a tuple, (s, s′, a, r).

Each state s is associated with a value function, V(s), which measures
the expected amount of future rewards received by being in this state
and following the corresponding policy. The goal of reinforcement
learning is to learn both the policy and the value function.

EnvironmentAgent

action, 

next state, 

reward, 

     current state, 

Figure 2.5: A reinforcement learning settings consists of an agent and an
unknown environment. The agent takes an action a (from a set
of actions A) from current state s (from a set of states S). As a
result, the agent moves into another state s′, collecting a reward
r. The goal of the agent is to choose a set of actions such that it
maximizes the cumulative reward.

2.6.3.1 Policy Gradients

Policy Gradients methods are one of the ways to optimize the policy
parameters θ directly (in contrast to other methods which learn the
state/action value function and then select actions accordingly). We optimizing for

unknown
environment

begin by defining a reward function, J (θ), as the expected return from
a state. The goal of the algorithm, then, is to maximize the reward
function.
For the discrete space, J (θ) can be defined as:

(2.11)J (θ) = Vπθ (S1),
= Eπθ [V1],

where S1 is the initial state, V is the value function following the
policy πθ.
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For the continuous space, J (θ) can be defined as:

(2.12)

J (θ) = ∑
s∈S

dπθ(s)Vπθ(s),

= ∑
s∈S

(
dπθ ∑

a∈A
π(a|s, θ) Qπ(s, a)

)
,

where dπθ is the stationary distribution of a Markov chain w.r.t πθ.
Optimizing algorithms like gradient descent can be used to find the

best θ that produces the maximum value for J (highest return).

2.6.3.2 Monte-Carlo Rollouts

The central idea behind Monte-Carlo methods is to learn by simu-
lating trajectories/ episodes. This does not involve modeling of the
environment and use the observed values as an approximation for
the computed value. Therefore, to compute the value function of asolution through

simulation state, V(s) = E[Gt|St = s], Monte-Carlo method would simulate differ-
ent episodes starting form state s: S1, A1, R2, . . . , ST many times and
compute Gt and V(s) as following:

(2.13)Gt =
T−t−1

∑
k=0

γk Rt+k+1,

(2.14)V(s) = ∑T
t=1 1[St = s] Gt

∑T
t=1 1[St = s]

,

where 1[St = s] is the Kronecker delta, Rt is the reward for time step t,
γ is a discounting factor.

A similar approach is followed to learn the optimal policy with
Monte-Carlo through iteration.

2.6.4 GAN for Image Captioning

Traditionally, GAN have been used to generate images by learning
a distribution from the image space of training set. In the case of
an image, learning this distribution through back-propagation is a
continuous mapping (which is differentiable) and therefore, can be
done in an effective manner. However, generating languages form a
discrete space which is non-differentiable. This makes language gener-language space

non-differentiable ation through GAN a challenging task. To alleviate these challenges,
researchers often use methods from RL. Policy Gradients (discussed in
the above section) which is popular RL optimization method is often
employed in such scenarios [53–55]. While applying policy gradients
for language generation in GAN, language is considered as a sequential
decision making process. The generator is treated as a policy network
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and each token generation as an action. The discriminator becomes
the evaluator which provides a reward for each action.

Authors of [53] were the first to apply policy gradients on an uncon-
ditioned GAN. The work in [55] extends it to CGAN, with image as the
external condition. Similar approaches with attention mechanism have
also been used in [56] where the generator uses hierarchical attention.
RL methods have also been used for language generation without a
GAN in [57–62]. However, these architectures and specific methods are
out of the scope of this work.

2.7 captioning datasets

High quality datasets which can act as benchmarks (for researchers
to evaluate their methods) are important in all fields of research. For
image captioning, Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MSCOCO) is
the dataset used to evaluate new captioning methods. Although, there
have been smaller datasets like Flickr 8K and Flickr 30k [63], these
datasets have faded away from use and are no longer considered for
performance benchmarks. Off late, other datasets like YFCC100M have
also gained popularity among researchers. We discuss these datasets
in the following sections.

2.7.1 MSCOCO

MSCOCO image captioning dataset was released by Microsoft in 2015.
The images were collected by searching for pairs of eighty object and
scene categories in Flickr. The objective was to collect images with objective captions

multiple objects along with natural context. The dataset was generated
using human subjects on Amazon Mechanical Turk (a crowd-sourcing
platform). The subjects were given specific instructions to describe the
image shown:

1. Describe all the important parts of the scene.

2. Do not start the sentences with “There is”.

3. Do not describe things that might happen in future or past.

4. Do not give people proper names.

5. The sentence should contain eight words.

In the final dataset, each image contains three different captions
related to it. There are 1,026,459 training images along with 40,504
validation and 40,775 test images. The dataset can be downloaded at
http://cocodataset.org/

http://cocodataset.org/
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2.7.2 YFCC100M

YFCC100M was created by Yahoo as a part of their Webscope program.
It is the largest collection of multimedia with 99.2 million images
and 0.8 million videos. This multimedia data was collected from
Flickr which were uploaded between 2004 and 2014, published un-
der the Creative Commons license. The unique aspect of YFCC100M is
its user-generated content. This implies that the labels and descrip-Flickr captions

tions are unmodified and created under unrestricted scenarios (in
contrast to MSCOCO discussed above). Therefore captions and tags
contain natural descriptions and slang which are used by Flickr users.
User generated content data also comes with additional challenges.
For example, the data tends to have high noise content, in terms of
non-English wordings, missing images etc. Therefore, using YFCC100M

always mandates an additional step of noise removal. The dataset can
be downloaded at https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.

php?datatype=i&did=67

2.8 caption evaluation methods

Image captioning experiments are evaluated both quantitatively and
qualitatively. While quantitative evaluation uses the evaluating stan-
dard metrics against the test set, the qualitative evaluation involves
using humans to look at the generated captions and provide feedback.

2.8.1 Quantitative Evaluation

The quantitative evaluation of image captions is done by comparing
the generated captions against the ground truth captions. In general,
these metrics aim at evaluating how close the generated captions are
to the ground truth. This is done by matching n-grams of the two
captions (generated and ground truth). There are four important met-
rics which are used for this: Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)
[64], Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) [65],
Metric for Evaluation for Translation with Explicit Ordering (METEOR)
[66], and Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation (CIDER) [67].n-gram matching

The BLEU metric calculates the n-gram precision between two sen-
tences and has shown good performance over corpus-level match-
ing where a good number of n-grams usually match. However, for
sentence-level matching it performs poorly. The ROUGE is a set of
metrics for evaluating text summarization algorithms. Briefly put, it
performs an n-gram recall over ground truth text. METEOR extends the
BLEU idea with an addition of n-gram matching including synonyms
into account. The CIDER metric performs a Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting for each of the n-grams.

https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=i&did=67
https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=i&did=67
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2.8.2 Human Evaluation

In order to provide a qualitative evaluation of image captions, humans
are involved into the loop. This is commonly accomplished through
crowd-sourcing platforms. These platforms provide annotators who qualitative feedback

can provide feedback on the generated captions in return for a fee.
The evaluation questions along with image captions are uploaded to
these platforms and an odd number of annotators (generally three) are
asked to evaluate the questionnaire. The right answer is decided by the
majority vote. Such platforms also provide methods for quality control
like annotator ratings and validation questions. However, researchers
also design their validation methods on the answers provided in order
to ensure high quality results. The common crowd-sourcing platforms
that are used in the research community are Amazon Mechanical Turk1

and CrowdFlower2.

2.9 subjectivity in images

There have been many promising approaches which researchers have
employed at detecting subjective parts of visual interpretation. While
some works focused on attributes to enhance the quality of nouns [68–
70], others focused on understanding the aesthetics [71, 72]. Authors
in [70, 73] proposed the large scale visual sentiment ontology to detect
adjective-noun pairs inside an image. Given an image, they propose holistic approaches

to find a suitable adjective-noun pair to best describe an image from
a set of adjective-noun pairs. Although adjective-noun pairs capture
the sentiment to an extent, they do not reveal the degree to which this
sentiment applies. Moreover, relying on a single adjective-noun pair
to describe the whole image would mean only the most prominent
noun is focused upon.

The work in [74] proposes a cross-modal mapping from a visual
semantic space onto a linguistic space in order to automatically anno-
tate images with adjectives. The mapping is performed by a projection
function that maps the vector representation of an image tagged with
an object/attribute onto the linguistic representation of the object/at-
tribute word. This mapping function can then be applied to any given
image to obtain its linguistic projection. The main advantage claimed
is that of zero-shot learning, i.e., unseen attributes (not present in
training) can be predicted. However, in this approach the whole image
is mapped onto an adjective without focusing on any particular noun
or aspect.

1 www.mturk.com

2 www.crowdflower.com

www.mturk.com
www.crowdflower.com
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2.9.1 Detecting Adjective-Noun Combinations

Chapter 4 of this work builds on a line of work originating from the Vi-
sual Sentiment Ontology [75], which aims at detecting adjective-noun
combinations from images. So far, the best performing method within
this direction are cross-residual networks (XResNet) [76]. For any
given image, XResNet outputs scores for adjective-noun combinations
as well as scores for all individual adjectives and nouns separately.
This means that it separates the more subjective parts of interpretation
(represented by the adjectives) from the more objective (represented
by the nouns) ones.

There are two major datasets that have been used for training the
above-mentioned architectures: The Visual Sentiment Ontology (VSO)
[75] and the Multilingual Visual Sentiment Ontology (MVSO) [77].
These datasets have been created from the popular photo-sharing
platform Flickr. However, the data in these cases suffers from a clear
bias towards the positive attributes/adjectives [78]. In the work thatadjective-noun pairs

introduces XResNet [76], some efforts have been taken for achieving
a better overall balance, however, for any given noun the number
of associated adjectives is typically very small and the distribution
heavily skewed. More importantly, the “feasible” adjectives for a given
noun are in most cases not mutually exclusive. At times, adjectives that
come with the same noun are even similar in meaning (e.g., “smiling
person” and “happy person”), and yet, predicting any adjective that
is not identical to the ground-truth adjective is typically considered
wrong. For example, “smiling” and “sad” would count as equally bad
if the ground truth was “happy”. This makes it harder to interpret
performances on these datasets in terms of ability to capture subjective
aspects.

2.9.2 Attribute Datasets

There are several popular attribute datasets available for computer
vision research. The Visual Genome [79] contains over 10,000 images
with fine-grained annotations, including region descriptions, object
instances and visual attributes in the order of millions. However, the
attributes in this dataset mostly relate to objective information. Hence,
most common attributes are colors like white, blue red, black .Despite
the large number of total annotations in Visual Genome, it was found
that the number of subjective attribute instances is too low for the pur-
pose of Chapter 4. aPascal and aYahoo [80] are two attribute datasets
containing natural object-based images with attribute annotations.
Here again, the included attributes correspond to objective features,objective attributes

such as parts of a face like eyes, nose and so on, which deems it in-
appropriate for analyzing subjective interpretation. Another attribute
dataset is the SUN Attribute Dataset [81], which contains scene at-
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tributes of the four categories “functions / affordances” (e.g., “diving”,
“climbing”), “materials”, “surface properties” and “spatial envelope”.
The former three categories are restricted to objective information,
and while there are several subjective attributes (such as “scary” or
“stressful”) in the “spatial envelope” category, all of these annotations
are describing the scene in a holistic manner.

2.10 conclusions

The methods used to generate automatic image captions have evolved
from basic template approaches to complex deep learning methods.
The chapter began with a discussion of basic approaches that exist
in image captioning. The basic approaches were soon replaced with
the end-to-end encoder-decoder models with neural networks. We
also discussed generative captioning models with GAN. In this regard,
RL approaches of policy gradients was also introduced as they are
used for training generative models for captioning. The major datasets
for captioning, namely, MSCOCO and YFCC100M we also discussed.
Quantitative caption evaluation metrics: BLEU, ROUGE, CIDER and
METEOR were briefly introduced. Qualitative caption evaluation tech-
niques using human-in-the-loop with crowd-sourcing platforms were
also discussed.

Finally, the methods for capturing subjectivity were introduced
along with the existing datasets in this field. Having provided the
reader with an overview of the field of image captioning and sub-
jectivity, we now move on to the main contents of this thesis in the
upcoming chapters.
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H U M A N C A P T I O N I N G A N A LY S I S

This chapter presents the large-scale study performed in order to
understand relevant properties of human generated captions. To ac-
complish this, 3,000 image caption pairs were randomly sampled from
the social media platform Flickr1. These image/caption pairs were
evaluated by native English speakers across the world. The evaluations
spanned across different dimensions of these image/caption pairs like
intent, visibility, focus, user-preference and caption-clarity. Each pair
was evaluated by 5 individuals and the decision was taken with a
majority vote. The procedure of this study and the statistical analysis
are discussed in detail in the following sections.

The results of the study presented in this chapter have appeared
in ACMMM 2017 [17]. The rest of the chapter is organized as fol-
lows. Section 3.1 introduces the motivating problem of the chapter. publication &

chapter structureSection 3.2 talks about the dataset used in this experiment. Section 3.3
describes the experiment settings, the task and annotator background.
Section 3.4 analyzes the results both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Section 3.5 concludes the chapter by summarizing the task.

3.1 problem definition

Humans use a wide variety of ways to describe images using text.
These textual descriptions or captions often show large variations in
terms of styles, intent, length, focus etc. This implies that there is
no right or wrong way to caption an image since it depends on the
perspective of the user. Given such variations, it would be interesting find human-like

propertiesto find if there are few key properties that define human generated
captions. If such prominent properties exist, it would be beneficial
to study and understand them for automatic image captioning. The
benefits of such a study are two-fold:

• First, in order for machines to emulate human captions, it is
important to first understand the properties of human generated
captions. If such underlying properties are statistically studied
and established, we can develop algorithms for machines to
emulate these properties. Moreover, a better understanding of
human captioning behavior will also enable machines to enhance
their interaction with humans in multi-modal environments such
as social media platforms.

1 https://www.flickr.com/
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• Second, with the surge of Deep Learning, creating representative
datasets have become an important part of research. Therefore,
statistics related to human captioning behavior are potentially
useful in generating such datasets for automatic captioning re-
search.

Therefore, our motivating question is:

How does “captioning in the wild” actually look like?.

More precisely, how can we formally capture the variety prevalent
in human generated captions?

3.2 dataset

To perform this study 3,000 random image captions prevalent across
the social media platform, Flickr, were selected. The Flickr platform,
given its global presence and hosting a large user base, is a popular
choice among researchers in the automatic captioning community [82].

In order to collect user generated image captions, the YFCC100M2

dataset was used. The YFCC100M dataset [83] contains Flickr captions
taken between the period 2004− 2014. It contains 99.2 million imagesnatural captions

and 0.8 million videos. Given this large number, YFCC100M can be
considered as a representative example of Flickr. Additionally, all this
data is user-generated. This feature makes it unique and differentiates
it from other datasets like MSCOCO [84] or Flickr30k [63]. MSCOCO and
Flickr30k were created in a controlled environment with the help of
paid annotators, making these datasets less suitable for human caption
analysis.

However, the inherent diversity of YFCC100M also comes with its own
challenges. For example, as it is user-generated, the content includes
high amount of noise in the form of camera generated titles, non-
existent titles, spams etc. Since Flickr also has a global presence, itnoise

means that non-English titles are also present to a great extent [85].
This implies that the dataset needs to be cleaned in order to weed out
unnecessary noise. Figure 3.1 shows a few samples of images present
in the dataset.

3.3 experiment

Studies that collect human responses need to be carefully planned
and executed. This is because, annotators are easily susceptible to
unintended biases and they may come from different cultural/social
backgrounds. Moreover, it is also important to verify that evaluators

2 https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=i&did=67, last ac-
cessed 15.07.2019

https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=i&did=67
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have understood the task correctly, without unintentionally priming
them (in the process of explaining too much). Furthermore, on Crowd-
Sourcing platforms, it is also important to ensure that annotators do
no cheat or collude in order to maximize their payments. To alleviate
these issues, we have followed the best practices as mentioned in [86]
and [87] (see Appendix B). The following sections describe the data
cleansing and analysis in detail.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of randomly sampled image caption pairs from the
YFCC100M dataset to show the variation in captions. The captions
found here vary from something as simple as a number (e.g.,
“587”) to complex subjective interpretation (e.g.,“when we were
together”). The empty white images on the bottom row constitute
one class of noise images present in the dataset wherein the user
has removed the corresponding image. The images marked with
a red boundary represent some examples of noise in the dataset
for this task

3.3.1 Data and Filtering

Given the amount of noise that comes with user generated data, it is
imperative to weed out the noise. In case of Flickr, this is generally
done by using predefined filters which take out unwanted captions. noise filter

Since the YFCC100M also contains a variety of languages, an additional
language filter was also required. Figure 3.2 shows few examples of
the noisy data. The well known filter published by the MM Commons
Yahoo-Flickr Grand Challenge3 is the general choice used for noise
removal in captions. Briefly put, this filter performs the following:

• All punctuation characters are removed.

• All letters are converted to lower case.

3 https://multimediacommons.wordpress.com/tag-caption-prediction-challenge/,
last accessed 20.06.2019

https://multimediacommons.wordpress.com/tag-caption-prediction-challenge/
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• If the caption has less than 5 words it is removed.

• If any of the words in the caption do not appear in an English
dictionary, the caption is dropped.

However this filter was designed for a specific purpose in the context
of the grand challenge. Therefore, it still lacks additional rules to
address the noise specific to YFCC100M. To address this challenge, an
additional enhanced filter was designed which was inspired from the
grand-challenge filter. This enhanced filter removed the noise using
the following conditions:

Figure 3.2: A few sample images which represent the noise for this task. From
random-letter captions in the left, to image not found errors, to
camera generated ones in the right.

• empty: The caption is an empty string.

• generic: The caption is generic (e.g., IMG_321). This is checked
using a regular expression.

• short: There are less than n (threshold) words in the caption. (For
this study a threshold of 2 was used.)elimination criteria

• non-en: The caption is not English. To compute this, we remove
most punctuation characters and for the resulting string check
whether the fraction of words that are contained in the enchant
dictionary [88] is greater than or equal to a given threshold. (Set
to 0.5 for this study.)

• numeric: The main part of the caption is made of numeric expres-
sions, such as single numbers or dates.

• valid: All captions that do not fall into any of the previous
categories are considered to be useful and pass the filter.

It should be noted that, the original caption is kept unchanged even
though during the intermediate steps it is modified.

3.3.2 Crowd-Sourcing Task

In order to engage a world-wide audience in our annotation task, we
chose the Crowd-Sourcing platform CrowdFlower4. Such platforms

4 https://www.crowdflower.com/

https://www.crowdflower.com/
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allow human evaluators to be involved in the task and provide an
evaluation for a remuneration in return. The task involved annotation caption evaluation

of 3,000 image/caption pairs from YFCC100M. Each of these image/-
caption pairs were evaluated by 5 different human evaluators. The
annotations were collected for the following questions for each pair:

• Image error: Some images become unavailable and answering the
remaining questions is not very useful for these cases.

• Preference: Annotators are asked how much they personally like
the given image title on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much).

• No English: Non English captions which have escaped through
the filter.

• Subjectivity5: The question “How subjective is the title?” is an-
swered by rating the image title on a scale from 1 (for purely
objective) to 5 (for purely subjective). High subjectivity indicates
that there are many other options for captioning the given image.

• Visibility6: The question “How much of the information given
in the title can be seen in the image?” is answered by rating the
image title on a scale from 1 (for nothing) to 5 (for all of it). Infor-
mation from the title (e.g., people, objects, famous landmarks
etc.) is considered to be visible if it can be directly identified
in the image. Among other things, visibility is important for
computational feasibility.

• Understanding: For being able to filter out captions that were not
understood by our annotators, we added a field for specifying a
lack of understanding.

• Intent: The last task is to specify in which situations one would
most likely use such a title for the given image. This is done with
respect to the intent categories “to entertain someone” (e.g., in
a humorous, witty, artistic or poetic way), “to provoke someone”
(e.g., insult someone, tease someone or draw public attention),
“to report factual information”, “to express emotions or an atti-
tude" and “other”. This information is particularly useful when
filtering for a specific image captioning purpose.

The image/caption pairs were randomly shuffled and presented to
human evaluators. A screenshot of the interface for the complete task
is shown in Figure 3.3.

5 By subjective we mean based on or influenced by personal feelings, tastes, or opinions,
as opposed to objective which relates to facts such as names, dates or other factual
information.

6 Famous landmarks (e.g., London Bridge, Statue of Liberty, Eiffel Tower etc.) can be
considered as visible since they can be identified by most of the people, whereas for
example pet names are non-visible information since only a few people are able to
identify the pets.
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Figure 3.3: The Crowd-Sourcing task as seen by an annotator. Annotators ar-
rive at this screen after having passed a relevant test set of similar
questions. This ensures that the annotators have understood the
task well.

3.3.3 Annotation Quality Assurance

The experiment ran for a span of 6 months and had a total of 298
annotators participating (through the full questionnaire) at various
stages. Each annotator was allowed to annotate a maximum of 100
captions. The task involved reading and understanding different di-two stage testing

mensions present in captions. Given the difficulty level of the task, the
annotators were given detailed instructions at the beginning. This was
also supplemented with an articulate explanation of each field and an
exemplary image/caption pair was also provided (for each field) in
order to aid their understanding.

Having gone through the instructions and examples, annotators
were asked to take a set of test questions designed to evaluate their
understanding of the task. Only participants who scored satisfactorily
were allowed to proceed to the actual task.
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To ensure that a sufficient annotation quality was maintained through-
out the annotation task, test items were intermixed with the actual
items and annotators who went above a threshold of error rate on
the test items were dropped. The annotators were also required to be
from English speaking countries. Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of
annotators on the world map. Each item was evaluated by 5 different
annotators.

3.3.4 Annotator Background

CrowdFlower provides basic information about the annotators like
their country, region and city. To augment this information, we asked
the annotators to answer additional questions about their age, nation-
ality, educational level, profession/job, and level of English. The vast demographics

majority of annotators were from the USA within the age range of
20− 40 (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5). Close to 33% were college graduates
or held a bachelor’s degree. With regards to the profession, students,
teachers, and homemakers constituted the majority. Figure 3.5 shows
the distributions w.r.t the highest education and age of the annotators.

Figure 3.4: Annotator distribution normalized on the world map. Annotators
were selected from countries where English is the native/major-
ity language. These countries were the USA, England, Ireland,
Scotland, New Zealand, Australia. The majority of the annotators
came from the USA.

3.4 analysis

The analysis of user evaluations reveal certain interesting/non-intuitive
perspectives of human captioning. First of all, captioning itself can be
understood in several ways and depending on this understanding, the
caption will be shaped accordingly. For example, it was found that
many captions are titles in a rather “classical sense”, i.e. they consist
of only a few words which could be understood as a distinguishing
name for the image. Names of places or people are often used to label
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Figure 3.5: Education and Age distributions of annotators. Majority of the an-
notators fall within the age range 20-40 and have a college/bach-
elors degree.
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the image in this way, but more artistic names are not very uncommon
as well.

Similarly, image titles can be used to merely (objectively) summarize
what is in the image. This is essentially a translation process from
vision to language and captions of this type have been the focus for the
vast majority of papers in the field of automatic image captioning [11–
13, 16]. Additionally, image captions can be considered to be a part of captions as

communicationa multi-modal message consisting of text and image. Here, captioning
is part of a communication process. So, in this setting, captioning an
image would mean to find a suitable phrase or short sentence that
together with the image forms a single message and conveys some
desired meaning. This meaning could be a subjective interpretation
of the image but captions that provide context information (such as
names of places or what happened just before the image was taken)
or guide the viewer towards a certain interpretation of the image (e.g.,
by mentioning certain aspects of the image one would not typically
see at first glance) also fit nicely into this way of modeling. It should
be noted that these interpretations are strongly related to different
purposes or intents the author might have for creating the caption.

Apart from these, the properties observed in human captions can major spaces

be classified into three broad categories: a) Subjectivity Space, b)
Sentiment Space and c) Variations Space.

3.4.1 Subjectivity Space

The subjectivity space is the result of analysis of answers provided
for the visibility and focus related questions. These are observed as
variations in interpretations of the image. There are two sources of
subjectivity that have been seen in captions. The first type of subjectiv-
ity arises because of contextual interpretation of images, e.g., complex
artistic interpretations of the image. This can be seen in captions where
poem snippets are used to represent the image. These sort of captions focus based

require a great deal of contextual/cultural information (of a different
sort) and is out of the scope of this work. The second type of sub-
jectivity is the result of individuals describing different parts of an
image with different attributes (to varying degrees). For example, in
a picture of a garden, few individuals would focus on the trees (and
its properties) and few others on the flowers (and its properties). This
work focuses on the subjectivity of the latter kind. Roughly, it can
be modeled as a two stage process where individual differences are
observed at each of the two stages:

1. Focus: The caption relates to parts of the image or the image as
a whole.

2. Evaluation: These attributes of the focus point are then inter-
preted, which gives the final information written in the caption.
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3.4.1.1 Sub-Spaces

Various other subspaces are present within the broader umbrella of
Subjectivity. These arise as a result of varying levels of visibility within
the captions. We shall briefly discuss these sub-spaces below. Figure
3.6 shows the distribution of captions for different combinations of
visibility and subjectivity (based on median values of all responses for
each given image/caption pair).

To simplify interpretation, we separated this space into 9 boxes (as
indicated by the lines in Figure 3.6). Detailed statistics about each
of these boxes can be found in Table 3.2. We can characterize these
categories as follows:

High visibility, low subjectivity. This makes up the largest category.
There are many captions that could be seen as titles in a classical
sense. Very often, additional context information (such as adjectivesmost common

category as attributes, naming rare objects/animals or place information) is
included in the caption as well and some captions guide the viewer
towards a certain interpretation of the image. Later we will analyze
other aspects of this category.

High visibility, medium subjectivity. Typically some aspects of the
image are interpreted in a subjective way in the caption. Often there is
a clear relation to the image contents.

High visibility, high subjectivity. This combination is rather unusual.
Usually the image content is described in a very subjective way and
the captions can be of an artistic kind.

Medium visibility, low subjectivity. Captions here typically pick up on
something visible in the image while giving additional background
information

Medium visibility, medium subjectivity. Quite heterogeneous category.
Some are rather subjective interpretations of the image, some merely
give background information and some are rather artistic

Medium visibility, high subjectivity. Interesting category with lots of
entertaining and expressive captions. Most of the captions can be seen
as subjective interpretations of (parts of) the image. Here, the relation
to the image can be quite complex and captions should generally be
treated as parts of a multi-modal message.

Low visibility, low subjectivity. For the most part, these captions pro-
vide invisible background information (usually about the location
where the image was taken, sometimes also about the time it was
taken or about entities on the image - such as names of people).

Low visibility, medium subjectivity. Uncommon (smallest) and het-
erogeneous category. Some captions give invisible background infor-
mation, some relate to the image in rather complex ways and some
“classic” titles.

Low visibility, high subjectivity. Intent here is for most cases eithercontextual
information entertainment or expression. Majority of captions are subjective in-

terpretations of the image content. Relation to the image is at times
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rather complex. There are also a few cases where there is no clear
relation between the image and the title at all.

Since the high-visibility/low-subjectivity category is by far the
largest and most existing work focuses on captions from this cat-
egory, we had a closer look at it. In particular we wanted to see how
captions in this category relate to captions from other existing datasets
such as MSCOCO. We found is that even though a very large amount of presence of subjective

attributescaptions are in this general category, most of the captions are subjec-
tive or include attribute information that is based on the interpretation
of the author. However, for most image captioning datasets out there,
all of the captions are visible and there is typically no subjectivity at
all.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the variation of visibility vs subjectivity. Each cap-
tion was assigned to a single visibility or subjectivity value based
on the median values of the annotations for the respective field.
The size of the circles represent the number of similar points on
the graph. Although, the majority of the captions lie in a high
visibility, low subjectivity area, a qualitative analysis reveals that
they are not truly objective. The figure on the right hand side
shows the corresponding example for each of the 9 categories on
the left.

When having a closer look at these captions in our dataset, we find
that there are mainly the following sub-types:

• Subjective attributes enhancing each of the noun in the image,
including naming uncommon things or animals, and named
entities (such as “the beautiful great wall of China")

• Classic titles (like “sleeping Tiger” or “Rails”)

• Highly descriptive titles (such as “Girls working in rice paddies”)
do exist but are actually very rare.

It should not be very surprising that there are not many highly de-
scriptive titles because this would in most circumstances be a violation
of Grice’s maxim of quantity [89]. The maxim of quantity states that
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factual express/entertain provoke other

59.74% 49.48% 3.99% 1.13%

Table 3.1: Intent distributions from annotation results. The express/entertain
caption takes the second next major share after factual captions.

one gives as much information as is needed and no more (while being
as informative as he can). The right part of Figure 3.6 displays one
exemplary image-caption pair for each corresponding category on the
left side

3.4.2 Sentiment Space

The sentiment space arises as a result of the analysis of captions
w.r.t the “intent” field. Annotators often voted captions as expressive
(positive/negative) and entertaining . This led us to investigate the
sentiment component of the sampled captions. In natural language,
sentiments are often induced by the inclusion of adjectives. Thesepresence of adjectives

adjectives amplify the users interpretation of the noun attributes inside
the image. Therefore, as the first step we analyzed the frequency of
adjective usage and the occurrence of adjective-noun pairs7 [70] for the
captions. This was done by tagging all captions with Part-Of-Speech
tags in order to extract adjectives and nouns. Popular library NLTK8

[90] was used for tokenization and POS tagging.
For the unfiltered case, 30.03% captions have adjectives and for

the filtered captions, this was higher at 54.9%. Adjectives seem to
be followed by nouns in 67.5% of the cases (a similar behavior can
also be seen in the intent distribution as reported in Table 3.1) . Ta-
ble 3.3 shows examples of most common adjectives, the corresponding
adjective-noun pairs and their usage found in captions. Although
factual captions dominate the intent category, it can be seen that
expression/entertain is the next major category with close to 49% cap-
tions Table 3.1. We also performed an automated sentiment analysis
with NLTK-VADER. The sentiment analysis in case of the captions
was done mainly to address the following important question:

Do people prefer captions with sentiment over neutral ones?

Figure 3.7b shows the distribution of sentiment of a caption against
the preference as evaluated by annotators. In the sentiment range of
[0.0− 0.4] (neutral caption), it can be seen that the preferences are
almost equally distributed. However, in the sentiment range [0.5− 1]preference towards

sentiment (absolute sentiment, positive or negative), annotators have clearly

7 Cases where adjectives are followed by nouns
8 http://www.nltk.org/

http://www.nltk.org/
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l visibility
↔

subjectivity
low

subjectivity

(median 1-2)

medium

subjectivity

(median 2.5-3.5)

high

subjectivity

(median 4-5)

any

subjectivity

#captions 1008 (45.04%) 115 (5.14%) 71 (3.17%) 1194 (53.35%)

intent distribution

ambiguous

factual

entertainment

provoke

high

visibility

(median 4-5)

expression

#captions 359 (16.04%) 112 (5.00%) 128 (5.72%) 599 (26.76%)

intent distribution

ambiguous

factual

entertainment

provoke

medium

visibility

(median 2.5-3.5)

expression

#captions 203 (9.07%) 60 (2.68%) 182 (8.13%) 445 (19.88%)

intent distribution

ambiguous

factual

entertainment

provoke

low

visibility

(median 1-2)

expression

#captions 1570 (70.15%) 287 (12.82%) 381 (17.02%) 2238 (100.00%)

intent distribution

ambiguous

factual

entertainment

provoke

any

visibility

expression

Table 3.2: Numbers of captions in the visibility-subjectivity partitions. We
assigned the captions to the different partitions based on the me-
dian values of the annotations for the respective question. The
“numbers of captions” rows give the total numbers (or percent-
ages respectively) of captions that fall within this category in the
aggregated data set. The intent distributions show how many fre-
quent the different intents are within the given category (based on
majority votes). The last row and last column contain aggregated
statistics (combining all visibility levels or all subjectivity levels
respectively).
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Adjective Adjective-Noun Example

new city, haircut, picture
’new city for the day’

’stylish new haircut for cole’

’new picture at the house’

big house, head, tree
’the big head troubled boy’

’the big tree near my house’

’a progress of my big house’

old dog, man, wood
’dog with old style mustard beard’

’old man in the rain’

’old wood fence’

great clock, sand, party
’the great clock tower’

’great party last week’

’great sand dunes national park’

good food, weather, house
’good progress being made’

’cycling in good weather’

’the good food truck is here’

small plane, flower, church
’ferns growing on the small church’

’small flower with spider’

’boarding small plane at den’

grand opening, canal, river
’grand opening day at seven trees’

’grand canal from academia bridge’

’man at the grand river’

Table 3.3: Table shows the seven most common adjectives, the associated
ANP and examples from the study dataset. 30.03% captions have
adjectives and for the filtered captions this was higher at 54.9%.
Adjectives seem to be followed by nouns in 67.5% of the cases.
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shown a preference of 3 or above. This can also be validated through
the preference distribution of expressive/emotional captions contain-
ing higher sentiment score. It can be seen from Figure 3.7a that this
distribution has a bias towards higher preference. Therefore, the results
seem to suggest that people like captions with a sentiment dimension. high sentiment

preferredA qualitative analysis also showed that this preference was higher for
positive sentiment than negative. Additionally, most of the provoking
captions apparently ended up receiving very low preference scores.
For the other intent categories correlations are not as clear.

From qualitatively looking at captions of very low and very high
preference, we found that the captions people do not like at all tend
to be more generic (e.g., “Pictures from dig cam 10_06 026”), include
“noisy” parts (e.g., “Pg 076i Historical Sites”) or lack information
apart from names (e.g., “Jennie & Colette”). On the other side of the
spectrum, people’s favorite captions typically relate to the image in a
rather clear manner and often make the viewer see the image in some
emotional way.

3.4.3 Variations Space

This space arises as a result of people using different sentences to
describe the same/similar image/s or similar concepts inside an image.
These are a result of individual language styles chosen by authors.
Authors often try to formulate the meaning they want to convey
in their own individual ways. Our backgrounds (cultural/society),
education/vocabulary range, moods play as important priming factors
here. For example, a crowded railway station can be described as: a) describe same

content differently“Monday morning commute” or b) “Crowded morning at station on a
Monday”. These descriptions refer to a similar situation of a “crowded
station” being described in different ways. Synonyms are also often
used to describe the same entity referred to in the image. Figure 3.8
shows examples of different captions being used to describe similar
images.

Finally, variations also occur as a part of the length of the captions.
Individuals resort to writing single word captions to longer sentences
as a part of the captioning process. Figure 3.9 shows these variations
in 1 million Flickr captions.

3.4.4 Other Minor Spaces

Analysis of the intent category “other” also reveals certain minor
spaces. These are the spaces of Humor and Sarcasm. Although statis-
tically less represented (less than 1.3%), they are equally important. requires prior

contextual
knowledge

However, the biggest challenge in analyzing these spaces arise from
the context required in order to understand them. The humor part of
a caption is often highlighted only when viewed through a certain
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Figure 3.7: Annotator Preference for emotional captions. Figure 3.7a shows
the preference distribution with respect to captions which have an
intent of Expression/Entertainment. As can be seen, annotators
have shown high preference for such captions. Figure 3.7b shows
the preference distribution w.r.t sentiment as calculated by NLTK
[90]. It can be seen that for high sentiment values annotators have
shown higher preference
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(a) Sun rising in the morning. (b) Trees in a morning sunrise.

(c) A crowded morning. (d) Morning crowded commute.

(e) Old house near park. (f) Old house in the green.

Figure 3.8: Example of variations in captions. Each row shows two similar
images which are captioned differently by Flickr users. These
variations try to describe similar things using different sentences.
These symbolic social media posts have been recreated by the
author which reflect the real examples (to avoid copyright issues).
Images used fall under the Creative Commons Zero License (used
under CC0).
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Figure 3.9: Length variations observed among captions as present in 1M
Flickr images. These captions exclude the machine generated
titles and are filtered for human generated captions. The lengths
vary from one word captions to long captions of ten words.

context. This condition also applies equally to understanding sarcasm.
Such contexts require prior knowledge and are quite unique to cul-
tures/regions. It assumes that the reader has the required knowledge
in this regard (like current political events). For this reason, these
spaces are difficult to study and emulate. Moreover, the entities visible
in the image are rarely present in the caption as such. Therefore such
spaces pose a different set of challenges for automated analysis and
are out of the scope of this work. Figure 3.10 shows examples of such
spaces.

3.5 conclusions

We began by asking the question:

What are the properties of human-generated captions?

In order to analyze human generated captions, we conducted an
annotation study through the crowd-sourcing platform CrowdFlower.
We generated a dataset by sampling 3,000 random captions from
YFCC100M dataset. To weed out the noise, we proposed a new filter as
an upgrade to the existing popular caption filter. The experiment ran
for a span of 6 months. In the process of qualitative and quantitative
analysis of human caption annotations, we found that certain promi-
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(a) Did the sarcasm go undetected?. (b) March "for" Brexit starts off in good
spirits

(c) Patriotically Pampered (d) I am otterly happy.

Figure 3.10: Examples for minor spaces. As can be seen, understanding
humor/sarcasm requires certain knowledge about the context.
These context range from political (Brexit:Figure 3.10b) to con-
temporary culture (Star Trek:Figure 3.10a). Often the visibility of
entities present in the captions is very low. These symbolic social
media posts have been recreated by the author which reflect the
real examples (to avoid copyright issues). Images used fall under
the Creative Commons Zero License (used under CC0)
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nent spaces/properties are observed. Of these spaces, there are three
major ones:

1. Subjectivity

2. Sentiment

3. Variations

Although there were other minor spaces, we found that they could
not be automatically analyzed because of the context-knowledge as-
sumption. Therefore, going forward we assume that in order for
machines to generate human-like captions, they must emulate at least
the above mentioned three important properties. Having established
a ground for human generated captions, our next research question
becomes:

Can machines emulate the properties of Subjectivity, Sentiment and
Variations?.

In the following chapters, we shall address each of these properties
and develop suitable algorithms to emulate them. We also make the
dataset publicly available for further research.
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4
E X P L A I N I N G S U B J E C T I V I T Y F O R I M A G E C A P T I O N S

This chapter presents the methods and models proposed to capture
visual subjectivity prevalent in images. Subjective visual interpreta-
tion is a challenging yet important topic in computer vision. Many
approaches have reduced this problem to the prediction of adjective-
or attribute-labels from images. However, most of these do not take
attribute semantics into account, or only process the image in a holistic
manner. There is also a clear lack of relevant datasets with fine-grained
subjective labels. In order to overcome these challenges, the chapter
proposes a new task of Aspect Detection and a novel Focus Aspect
Value (FAV) model to implement aspect detection. Different fusion
strategies are tried and a new form of fusion, Tensor Fusion is also
proposed. A new dataset aspects-DB is also introduced as a part of
aspect detection task. We run experiments on this dataset to compare
several deep learning methods and find that incorporating context
information based on Tensor Fusion outperforms the default way of
information fusion (concatenation).

The methods and models presented in this chapter have appeared
in ICMR 2019 [18] under the Brave New Ideas category. An extension of
this work has been accepted to appear in the journal IJMIR 2020. The
rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses the
problem of subjectivity in detail. Section 4.2 introduces the FAV model publication &

chapter structureand the task of aspect detection. Section 4.3 explains the compilation
procedure of the new dataset. Section 4.4 explains the two tasks that
form the core of this method. Section 4.5 gives a detailed description
of the experiments and architectures used. Section 4.6 provides our
insights and findings from the experiments. Section 4.7 concludes the
chapter with a summary and future work.

4.1 problem definition

Subjectivity is defined as the phenomenon where human perception is
influenced by personal feelings, opinions, tastes etc. [91] The variance
in human perception that arises because of this phenomenon has
an important role in the visual domain. For example, the meaning multiple reasons for

subjectivitythat we infer from an image can depend on: our internal templates
about the stimuli [92], expectations and learned biases about the
visual object [93], context / prior visual input [94], random neural
fluctuations in cortex [95] and other factors like personality of the
interpreting individual. This innate diversity in interpretation has
made evaluation and computational modeling of subjectivity a difficult

55
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task. The challenge in modeling subjectivity arises from two main
sources.

1. Subjective interpretation by definition is arbitrary in a certain
sense, since there is no a priori objective taste, feeling, or opinion,
and at times such context information might not be accessible
at all. In particular, this poses challenges to evaluation, and in
many cases it is reasonable to expect that there will be a larger
margin to a perfect score.

2. Subjectivity tends to be more fine-grained than objectivity. For
example, in images, objectivity that is detected typically is about
which entities are visible, while subjective information is rather
about characterizing how these entities or the picture as a whole
differ from some expectation [93, 94].

Additionally, there is also a clear lack of datasets with more fine-
grained or structured subjective aspects. This is because existing at-
tribute based datasets [79, 96] either have a skew towards the positive
attributes or are based on objective attributes like color. We try to
overcome these challenges in the following sections. Therefore, our
motivating question becomes:

Can we capture the subjectivity prevalent in the visual medium?

4.2 focus-aspect-value model

There have been many approaches proposed to capture the problem of
subjectivity. These approaches either take a holistic view of subjectivity
(e.g., in visual sentiment analysis, [97]) or mix subjective components
with non-subjective components (as in adjective-noun pairs) [73]. Theprevious works on

subjectivity work of Borth et al. [75] shows that adjective noun combinations
are often visible and reasonably simple to automatically detect in
images, presumably because of how they contain both subjective (in
the adjective) and objective (in the noun) information. A shortcoming is
that, in evaluation, these components are mixed and might be hard to
separate later on (when the original interest was to focus on subjective
parts). Additionally, existing works which use this approach do not
include any sophisticated structuring of the subjective components.

Therefore, we take a step back and start with the semantics of adjec-
tives as described by Baroni and Zamparelli in [98], where adjectives
are interpreted as modifiers of nouns. We see that visually detect-
ing adjective noun combinations can be understood as a model that
combines attention and evaluation. Here the noun describes where
the viewer is focusing when interpreting the image and the adjective
contains the subjective evaluation of this part of the image. For the
adjective, we want to take a step further and acknowledge the fact that
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adjectives (or “attributes”) for the same noun are often semantically re-
lated. In other words, they can be organized along various dimensions
of evaluation. For example, these dimensions can be size, age, cuteness
or temperature etc. So instead of considering any non-ground-truth
attribute as wrong and thereby largely ignoring semantic relations be-
tween attributes, we organize attributes into opposing lists. Arranging
in this manner paves way for a more appropriate evaluation because:

1. Opposing attributes (mutually exclusive) cannot occur together
for the same noun. For example, if we consider the opposing
attributes in [“cute”, “adorable”] vs [“scary”, “ugly”], a classifi-
cation of “cute” and “scary” cannot apply to the same puppy.

2. Semantically related adjectives are grouped together in such an
arrangement. For example, a classification of “cute” or “adorable”
of a puppy are semantically similar.

Such a pair of opposing attribute lists reflects a certain dimension of
evaluation, which we call “Aspect” of the noun. Note that an aspect
in our case is very similar to the concept of semantic adjective class
(used for structuring adjectives in GermaNet [99]), such as appearance
(“pretty”, “ugly”, ...), size (“small”, “big”, “large”, ...) or age (“young”,
“old”, ...). The difference is that we group attributes of an aspect into
mutually exclusive sets. Given a classification of aspect, an evaluation
can point to which of the opposing lists the aspect belongs to. For
example, for the aspect size of a puppy, the evaluation would point to
the adjective list of (“small”, “tiny“, ..). We call this evaluation as Value
of an aspect.

In summary, we separate three potential sources of subjectivity in FAV model

the FAV model:

1. Focus: Given a single image, there are typically different compo-
nents one can pay attention to. For this work, we will assume
that this place of focus can be captured by a noun. It should be
noted that nouns can not only relate to an entity in the image
(such as “dog” or “dude”), but also refer to the whole scene (as
in “place”) or the picture itself (“shot”).

2. Aspect: Once the focus has been determined, there are several
potential dimensions for evaluation. For example, people in the
image can be evaluated with respect to their physical size, age,
level of activity and so on. Selecting an aspect for evaluation is
essentially about choosing a set of semantically related attributes.

3. Value:We chose all aspects to be represented by two mutually
exclusive sets of adjectives, such that evaluating each aspect
amounts to a binary decision problem. For example, physical
size would have adjectives like “small”, “tiny”, “short” on one
side and “tall”, “big”, “huge” on the other. Picking a certain
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value then means to select a set of attributes that are appropriate
to be used as an attribute for the given noun. Any adjective from
this given set can then be used as an approximate attribute for
the given noun.

Figure 4.1 provides a brief overview of the FAV model and illustrates
its three components.

             
            

             
              “Which part is interpreted?”       
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the task. The model takes an image and a noun
(focus) present in the image as input. It outputs the correspond-
ing aspects and value (of each aspect). For the given image in the
illustration, since the focus is on the noun “person”, the model
identifies the aspects “age” and “happiness” as the most appro-
priate. The value provided for each aspect determines which set
of attributes suits the noun in the context of the image. For the
aspect age in the given example, the value output indicates that
suitable attributes for the person in the image would be “old”,
“elderly”, “mature” or “senior”, in contrast to “young”. The input
image is taken from Google’s Conceptual Caption Dataset [100].

Modeling subjectivity in this manner has specific advantages. First,
three different sources of subjectivity are disentangled. This brings
about the possibility to evaluate these components separately, and
helps to make results easier to understand. This way of modeling also
offers an analogy to the NLP methods of opinion mining. Opinionanalogy to NLP

methods mining is a task where topic, aspect and sentiment are extracted from
text in order to explain prevalent opinions [97]. Second, semantic
relations between attributes are respected. In particular, by detecting
aspect values instead of individual attributes, we treat attributes of
the same value as being synonymous for the given aspect. We thereby
avoid to consider any attribute as wrong if it means the same but
is merely phrased differently, as it is for example done when using
adjective noun combinations or single attributes as independent class
labels. Third, this modeling leads to a more sensible way of 0-shot
learning for attribute detection, i.e., predicting subjective attributes for
nouns for which they were not available during training time. We will
explore this direction in the following sections.
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4.3 dataset

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the existing datasets men-
tioned above and to have a fair evaluation for experiments, we decided
to create a new dataset called aspects-DB for subjective visual interpre-
tation, following the FAV model. We will now describe the steps we
took for building the dataset. Our dataset is build from Google’s Con-
ceptual Caption Dataset [100], which contains over 3 million images
together with natural-language captions.

First, we ran a POS tagger (using NLTK [101]) over all these captions.
From these POS-tagged captions, we compiled a list of all adjectives
and nouns which appear in adjective-noun combinations (we selected
the adjective-noun combinations which have appeared at least 200

times in the dataset). Our underlying assumptions were that whenever ANP extraction from
Google-Captionswe find such an adjective-noun combination inside a caption (e.g.,

“cute puppy”), it is very likely that the adjective describes a property
of the noun (or “attribute”) and that the noun is visible in the im-
age. Next, we manually organized all resulting adjectives (that are
potentially visible) into aspects. This gave us an initial list of aspects
with associated attributes (represented by adjectives) grouped into
mutually exclusive sets.

We now collected all images from the Conceptual Caption Dataset,
which have an adjective-noun combination in their caption where
the adjective is included in any one of our aspects. This gave us
an initial dataset of over 400,000 images together with associated
adjective-noun combination, aspect, and aspect value for each image.
We then manually went through the list of remaining nouns, and additional filter

excluded some words (“retro”, “beautiful”, “news”, “cloudy”) which
were falsely labeled as noun by the POS tagger, or not clearly visible
in images. Finally, we iteratively removed data until all the following
criteria were satisfied:

• For each noun-aspect combination, there are at least 10 images
for each value.

• For each aspect, there are at least 500 images for each value
(across all nouns).

• For each noun, there are at least 50 images for each value (across
all aspects).

• For each aspect, there are at most 20,000 images in total. (For
aspects with more images, we did a simple down-sampling to
reduce the number.)

Figure 4.2 illustrates the above mentioned dataset creation steps
briefly.

The final aspects-DB dataset contains 155,539 images in total and fea- final dataset

tures 143 nouns for 19 aspects. A list with the 5 most common aspects
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aspects-DB

Google’s Conceptual
Caption Dataset

; dog; appeal; PRETTY

“Ugly dog
posing for
the cam”

“Cute dog
on a 

cold day”
...

● cute
● cold
● ugly
● hot
● … 

Adjective list● Appeal:
(pretty, cute, …) vs (ugly, …)

● Age:
(young, …) vs (old, senior, …)

● Temperature:
(hot, …) vs (cold, icy, …)

● … 

Aspects

Aspect 
Values

; dog; appeal; UGLY

; day; temperature; COLD

...

1. Extract adjs from 
adj-noun pairs

3. Create ground truth 
based on captions

2. Organize adjs 
into aspects

“Bowl of
Hot food”

; food; temperature; HOT

Figure 4.2: Overview of the dataset creation process. The captions used for
illustration were written by us. All images are part of Google’s
Conceptual Caption Dataset [100].

can be found in Table Table 4.1. Since the ground truth was obtained
by adjective-noun pairs, we keep the adjective part in our dataset as
extra information, so for each image, aspects-DB includes a noun, an
aspect, the value of this aspect and the original adjective the noun
was combined with in the caption. Table 4.2 shows a few examples available for

downloadof ground truth information for two particular aspect-noun combina-
tions. The dataset is available to the public and can be downloaded at
http://madm.dfki.de/downloads.

It needs to be emphasized that the ground truth in aspects-DB
is meant to capture general tendencies in subjective interpretation
(where we use tags as proxy). These tendencies must to some extent be
corpus / domain specific and on item-level we cannot expect perfect
performance. This means that the task is not to detect objectively
correct labels as in many common image classification datasets, but to
model general biases such as “for this image of a sleepy puppy and
noun dog, people would typically interpret the image with respect to
aspect age. Aspects age, activity, evaluation would likely be rated as
having values young, sleepy, good respectively”.

4.4 tasks

Having defined the FAV model and created a dataset, we would like to
evaluate our model on this dataset. This means, we need to articulate FAV tasks

specific tasks on which the model can be evaluated. In the following
sections we list out these tasks.

4.4.1 Aspect Prediction

In the first task, an image and a noun are given and the task is
to predict which one of the aspects in our dataset (see Table 4.1) a

http://madm.dfki.de/downloads
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Aspect Noun Value

activity dog

active lazy

wealth dog

rich poor

sun view

sunny cloudy

size building

small big

size tree

small big

Table 4.2: Examples of ground truth data in the proposed aspects-DB dataset.
Each row represents an aspect for an example noun, and contains
sample images which corresponds to the two possible values. All
images are part of Google’s Conceptual Caption Dataset [100].

subjective interpretation would most likely focus on. For example,
given an image with a puppy together with the noun “dog”, a likely
aspect from our list would typically be age. This problem is modeled
as multi-class classification task, where, for each given image and
noun, only a single aspect is considered to be correct. We evaluate in
terms of overall prediction accuracy.

4.4.2 Aspect Value Prediction

Aspect Value Prediction is about deciding which value applies to a given
noun for a given aspect in the context of the input image. Comingreal number as value

back to the previous puppy example of Section 4.4.1, the true value for
aspect age would be young when given an image of a puppy with the
noun context “dog”. For training and evaluation we only consider one
aspect at a time, hence this problem can be seen as binary classification
task.
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4.4.3 Zero-Shot

In zero-shot or 0-shot value prediction, evaluation is done on noun-
aspect combinations that were not available during training time. unseen combinations

The ground truth data for other noun-aspect combinations with the
same noun but different aspects or same aspect but different nouns is
assumed to be available for training. For calculating overall accuracy
for value prediction, we compute accuracy over all test set items.

4.4.4 Dataset Split

We use two different dataset splits, the standard split and the 0-shot
split.

• For the standard split, all available data is for each value ran-
domly split into 60% training, 20% development and 20% test
data. This implies that aspect and value priors are identical for
training, development and test set. We use the standard split for
experiments on aspect prediction and aspect value prediction.

• For the 0-shot split, we randomly split noun-aspect combinations,
using 60% of the combinations for training, 20% for development
and 20% for testing. We use this dataset split for experiments on
aspect value prediction. It should be noted that 0-shot learning
on aspect prediction cannot be done in the same way (unless the
noun is left out completely for training): If we remove individual
noun-aspect combinations and train a model on the remaining
ones, the model generally learns that for any noun the excluded
aspects are not feasible. This points to another problem in the
adjective-noun way of modeling, where aspect and aspect value
are both blended into adjective information.

4.5 methods

We shall now get into the details of the methods we compare in our
experiments , where they are evaluated on the tasks described in the
previous section. For all models, except the XResNet variants, visual implementations of

FAV modelfeatures are extracted from the image by a ResNet-50 network [102],
which was trained on ImageNet [103] and kept unchanged.

4.5.1 Logistic Regression

As baselines, we deploy two models based on logistic regression which
take visual features from the inception network as the only input:

• The noun-agnostic version does not consider noun information
at any point. Aspect prediction is modeled as classification task
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with multiple classes. So for predicting the most likely aspect
given an image and noun, a single logistic regression model
is trained to output the corresponding class from the visual
features, irrespective of the noun. Aspect value prediction ispredict without noun

modeled as separate binary classification problems, i.e., for each
aspect, one logistic regression model is trained to detect the
value of the respective aspect from the image vector, again not
taking the noun into account.

• In the noun-specific variant, separate models are trained for dis-
tinct nouns. For each individual noun, we then follow the same
approach as described in the previous point. This means that forpredict with noun

each noun we have one model predicting the most likely aspect,
and for each noun-aspect combination we have one model for
aspect value prediction. We explored this possibility as a simple
way to take the noun context into account.

In both cases we have used the scikit-learn [104] implementation for
training and inference.
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Figure 4.3: XResNet architecture (adapted from [76]). Solid shortcuts indicate
identity, dotted connections indicate 1× 1 projections, and dashed
shortcuts indicate cross-residual weighted connections.
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4.5.2 Cross-Residual Network

Cross-residual network, or XResNet, refers to an architecture which
was introduced by Jou and Chang [76] for adjective-noun pair de-
tection and is based on the well-known residual network (ResNet)
architecture [102]. Figure 4.3 shows the modified structure of the XRes-
Net architecture that has been used. The main difference of XResNet XResNet for ANP

as compared to ResNet is that the network branches out at the end into
three distinct heads, where these branches remain closely connected
to each other via so-called cross-residual connections. The standard
XResNet architecture has 50 layers and finally branches out to predict
adjectives, nouns and adjective-noun pairs respectively.

We adapt XResNet to our tasks, by replacing these original output
branches by three branches specific to our tasks. Instead of adjectives, XResNet

modificationone branch outputs scores for all combinations of aspect and aspect
value. Instead of adjective-noun pairs, scores for all combinations of
aspect, aspect value and noun are predicted. The noun branch remains
unchanged. This leaves us two possibilities for evaluation:

• The final decision can be made based on the aspect-value branch
(asp-val): For aspect prediction, we use the aspect of the aspect-
value combination with the highest score as output. In case
of value prediction for a given aspect, the value of the aspect-
value combinations with the given aspect and highest score is
considered. Note that in this version the noun context is ignored.

• The other version is based on the aspect-value-noun branch (asp-
val-noun): All combinations with irrelevant nouns are removed.
The rest is done completely analogous to the asp-val case.

4.5.3 Concatenation + MLP

The concatenation model is a straightforward application of infor-
mation fusion, where a one-hot encoding of the noun is appended
to the image embedding obtained from the inception network. This regular

concatenationconcatenated vector is then used as the input to a multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP) with one hidden layer. The MLP has two output branches,
one for aspect prediction and one for detecting aspect value. More
precisely, the hidden activation h is computed as

h(x, n) = tanh
(

[W1|W2] ·
[ x

n

]
+ b
)

= tanh (W1x + W2n + b) ,

where
[ x

n

]
stands for the concatenation of x and n, b is a bias vector,

and W1, W2 are weight matrices of suitable shapes. The dimension of
h is a hyper-parameter and is referred to as number of hidden units.
The model then estimates aspect likelihoods as

softmax(Wa · h(x, n) + ba),
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and aspect values as

tanh(Wp · h(x, n) + bp) ,

where ba, bp are bias vectors, and Wa, Wp weight matrices of suitable
shapes such that the output dimension for both branches is equal to
the number of aspects. It should be noted, however, that for value
prediction during training and testing we only consider the output of
the unit corresponding to the aspect which is processed at the time.

size0.7

matrix: 
context dependent 
bias

tensor: 
context dependent 
weights

context independent 
bias

Aspects/Values

context independent 
weights

context dependent 
weights

context dependent 
bias

activity

0.06 rareness

embedding

ResNet-50input image

noun: one-hot

0.1

Figure 4.4: An overview of the Tensor Fusion model. Given as input a one-hot
encoded noun and an image, the Tensor Fusion model embeds the
image with a pre-trained ResNet network. This image embedding
vector is then processed with the Tensor Fusion layer which
consists of two linear layers, a context-independent and a context-
dependent one, followed by element-wise additive fusion of their
outputs. For the context-dependent path, the Tensor Fusion layer
keeps a tensor with context-dependent weights and a matrix
with context-dependent biases, which are multiplied by the noun
vector to obtain weights and bias. (Since the noun is one-hot
encoded, this multiplication amounts to a selection operation.)
We use two separate Tensor Fusion models for our experiments,
one for aspect prediction with aspect likelihoods and one for
aspect value prediction with aspect values as output.

4.5.4 Tensor Fusion

Instead of merely concatenating image features and context we con-
sider a slightly more sophisticated way of conditioning on the context,
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where higher-order interactions between input and context informa-
tion are described by a weight tensor. Similar ways of using context context dependent

fusioninformation have been used in several publications in the field of nat-
ural language processing (for example [105–107]). In computer vision,
a related approach for information merging can be found in the MU-
TAN model [108] for question answering, where question and image
embeddings are merged under the use of Tucker decomposition.

The Tensor Fusion approach is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The core part
is the Tensor Fusion layer, which can be understood as part of a neural
network that combines the noun-agnostic and noun-specific logistic
regression models: For each noun i = 1, . . . , 13, there is a weight matrix
Wi and a bias term bi. In addition, the layer uses a weight matrix W0

and a bias term b0 that are independent of the noun context. Given
as input the image embedding x and the i-th noun, the output of the
Tensor Fusion layer is then computed as

(W0 + Wi) · x + b0 + Bi .

We now represent nouns as one-hot vectors n ∈ R143 and put
together all noun weight matrices Wi into a third-order Tensor W ∈
R143×1000×19 and all noun biases bi into a bias matrix B ∈ R143×19. The separate weight

matrix per nounfinal layer function T(x, n) can be formulated by using a multiplication
operation between the noun context and the weight tensor to obtain
the weight matrix for the given noun:

T(x, n) =
(

W0 +
143

∑
i=1

Wi · ni

)
· x + b0 +

143

∑
i=1

Bi · ni

= (W0 + W ◦ n) · x + b0 + B · n ,

where W ◦ n := ∑143
i=1 Wi · ni.

We deploy separate Tensor Fusion models for the two tasks of aspect
prediction and aspect value prediction.

4.5.5 Linear Fusion

Using the same notation for variables as above, we define the linear
fusion layer as having the output

linear(x, n) = W0 · x + b0 + B · n .

This enables another view of the Tensor Fusion layer, namely to in- fusion without bias
termterpret it as linear fusion plus a term for capturing higher-order

interactions:

T(x, n) = W0 · x + b0 + B · n + (W ◦ n) · x
= linear(x, n) + (W ◦ n) · x

Hence, we include linear fusion into our experiments in order to single
out the role of the higher-order interaction term, which makes the
majority of trainable parameters for Tensor Fusion.
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Approach
Aspect

accuracy

Value

accuracy

Model Variant standard standard 0-shot

logistic

regression

noun

agnostic
65.67% 78.97% 60.45%

noun

specific
67.07% 84.79% -

XResNet
asp-val 45.64% 80.36% 63.71%

asp-val-noun 70.30% 85.34% -

concatenation

MLP

100

hidden units
50.89% 79.36% 68.43%

5000

hidden units
53.23% 80.11% 61.24%

linear fusion N/A 62.15% 80.34% 68.41%

Tensor fusion N/A 69.46% 86.34% 69.04%

Table 4.3: Aspect prediction and aspect value prediction performances of all
models. All methods except the XResNet models use a pre-trained
ResNet to embed the image. Please refer to Section 4.5 for details
on the individual models. Note that not all models are applicable
to the 0-shot learning task.
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4.6 results

For both tasks of aspect prediction and aspect value prediction, we ran
experiments with all conditioning methods explained in Section 4.5.
Table 4.3 lists out the results of these experiments. Hyper-parameters
(learning rate, regularization weight, and number of hidden units for
the concatenation method) were optimized based on performances on
training and development data (see Section 4.4.4). The performances
reported are on the test data.

4.6.1 Aspect Prediction

For aspect prediction, XResNet is the best performing method (70.30%
for asp-val-noun), closely followed by Tensor Fusion (69.46%). Both XResNet and Tensor

Fusion perform highof these models outperform the logistic regression baselines (67.07%
for noun-specific and 65.67% for noun-agnostic). The linear fusion
model performs worse than the noun-agnostic logistic regression
baseline (62.15%). This is unexpected because this model essentially
computes the same as noun-agnostic logistic regression plus a linear
part coming from the noun. We assume that this effect is due to
differences in training and implementation, which was done with
the sklearn implementation for logistic regression and using an own
neural network implementation in Tensorflow. for the linear fusion
model. The gap between performances of the linear fusion to the
Tensor Fusion model shows clearly that incorporating higher-order
interactions between image features and noun context is beneficial to
the task at hand.

Interestingly, concatenation yields very poor performances for as-
pect prediction. An accuracy of 10% worse than the linear fusion model
suggests that the concatenation models were not able to properly make
use of the noun information.

4.6.2 Aspect Value Prediction

With both the standard dataset split and the 0-shot split, Tensor Fusion
gave the best results for aspect value prediction (86.34% for standard,
69.04% for 0-shot). Using the standard split, XResNet was able to Tensor Fusion

performs highachieve comparable performance when using the asp-val-noun output
branch (85.34%). For detecting values of unseen noun-aspect combi-
nations (0-shot column), however, XResNet has to rely on the asp-val
output, and clearly falls behind Tensor Fusion, linear fusion and one
of the concatenation models.

Noun-specific logistic regression is almost on par with XResNet for
the standard task (84.79% vs 85.34%), but cannot be applied to 0-shot
learning, where the noun-agnostic logistic regression model lead to
the lowest overall accuracy (60.45%).
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Linear fusion, concatenation, the asp-val version of XResNet and
noun-agnostic logistic regression all yield comparable performances
(between 78.97% and 80.36%), around 6% lower than the top perform-
ing methods. Surprisingly, the corresponding 0-shot results of these
models show much greater variation. In particular, concatenation with
100 hidden units gives the second-highest overall score for the 0-shot
experiment (68.43%), but the second-lowest one for the standard task
(79.36%).

4.7 conclusions

We started with the question:

Can we capture the subjectivity prevalent in the visual medium?.

To answer this question and capture subjectivity prevalent in images,
we introduced a new task called Aspect Detection. We also developed
the FAV model as a means of implementing aspect detection. In order
to alleviate the dataset related challenges, including the heavy bias
towards positive tags / titles in social media, and to make it possible
to separately evaluate different parts of subjective visual interpreta-
tion, we compiled a new dataset based on Google’s recently released
Conceptual Captions Dataset [100]. Four different architectures were
proposed to run our experiments: logistic regression, XResNet, MLP,
and Fusion-based approaches. A novel way of fusion called Tensor
Fusion was also introduced as an architecture to implement the FAV

model. In order to evaluate these architectures, the task of aspect-
prediction and aspect-value prediction were proposed. It was also
shown that with the new modeling, it is possible to perform 0-shot
learning to predict unseen noun-attribute combinations. We ran our
experiments on the new dataset and reported results with these archi-
tectures. Given the prevalence of simple concatenation for combining
information in deep learning approaches, we also find it interesting
that Tensor Fusion performed better across experiments.

At this juncture, of the three important properties of subjectivity,
sentiment, and variations for captioning, we have developed a method
to address the subjectivity dimension. In the following chapters, (Chap-
ter 5 and Chapter 6) we delve into the dimensions of sentiment and
variations. We shall also show how the detected aspects/adjectives
can be used to generate captions from images.



5
S E N T I M E N T I N I M A G E C A P T I O N S

This chapter presents the methods proposed to generate image cap-
tions with a sentiment dimension. Humans descriptions of image
content often include qualifying nouns or image contents, enhancing
the sentiment quotient of the caption. However, most image caption-
ing approaches focus on objective description of images. In order
to overcome this challenge, the chapter proposes the Concept and
Syntax Transition Network (CAST) networks and Show and Tell with
Emotions (STEM) model for sentiment injection. We use the YFCC100M

dataset to train our model and prove that we are able to competitively
inject sentiment into captions. The models were also selected at the
ACMMM Grand Challenge 2016 as they scored high in the human
evaluation track.

The methods presented in this chapter have appeared in ICMR 2016

[21] and ACMMM 2016 [20]. The rest of the chapter is organized as
follows: Section 5.1 introduces the motivating problem. Section 5.2 publication &

chapter structuretalks about the datasets used in the experiments. Section 5.3 and
Section 5.4 talks about the architectures used for sentiment extraction
and word matching respectively. Section 5.5 explains the captioning
models in detail. Section 5.6 discusses the results and Section 5.7
summarizes the chapter providing few interesting directions towards
the future.

5.1 problem definition

Significant advances have been made in generating descriptive image
captions [40, 109–111]. However, the focus has been on generating
factual descriptive image captions similar to the MSCOCO [112] dataset.
Here, the priority has been to generate a caption which is an objective
representation of the image. Although such methods provide rich
textual descriptions of images, these descriptions might not be repre-
sentative for natural image captioning. Humans often tend to associate sentiment presence

in captionsa sentiment with an image and express that in the caption (as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3). An analysis of YFCC100M also showed that 54.9
of captions contained a sentiment component in them. Therefore, it is
important to include the sentiment dimension in machine generated
captions. A lack of captioning datasets with sentiment also adds to
the challenges in generating sentiment captions. On the one hand, the
popular dataset, MSCOCO, although rich in descriptions has very little
sentiment information in captions. On the other hand, large real-world
datasets, such as YFCC100M, displays a huge variety of captioning styles
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but these titles can only be considered to be weak labels [113]. Here,
captions can be descriptive, emotional or mention information that is
not visible in the image. In order to tackle these issues and to make
best use of the available datasets, we propose two paths to generate
sentiment captions:

1. Capture the general sentiment of the image and express it in the
caption.

2. Qualify the relevant nouns in an objective caption to increase
the sentiment quotient of the caption.

There are different methods to induce sentiment into captions. One
is the use of emojis1. Here, users include short symbolic facial expres-methods of sentiment

injection sions constructed through keyboard symbols to express their emotions.
Another is by using relevant adjectives inside captions. This work fo-
cuses on the latter and describes the methods to achieve it. Authors in
[114] show that by combining adjectives and nouns into an Adjective-
Noun Pair can express the visual contents in the image. Hence we
assume that incorporating adjectives into machine generated captions
is one feasible way of adding an emotional component to the caption.

In the following sections we analyze and take steps towards ad-
dressing our following motivating problem:

Can we generate captions with a sentiment dimension?

5.2 dataset

We use two datasets for training each of our captioning models:
YFCC100M and MSCOCO. The first dataset, YFCC100M, contains user cap-
tioned Flickr images. Users’ captions/tags often do not provide the
appropriate data required to train classifiers and generate graphi-
cal language models. For example, the images often contain camera
generated captions, generic titles, single word captions, locations as
reported in [78]. Therefore it was important to extract the relevantstructured and

non-structured
training captions

Image-Caption pairs useful for model training. We filtered the image
captions as described in Chapter 3. After applying the filter, we end up
with a training set consisting of 9.6 million images and a validation set
consisting of 1.2 million images (where the split into train and valida-
tion set is based on the user identifier present in the image meta-data).
The second dataset, MSCOCO contains objective descriptions of images.
These descriptions were generated by humans in a controlled envi-
ronment using a fixed vocabulary. The intention is to inject sentiment
into neutral captions of MSCOCO to increase its sentiment component.

1 http://instagram-engineering.tumblr.com/post/ 117889701472/emojineering-part-
1-machine-learning-for-emoji, last accessed 17.06.2019
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We use the 2016 version of this dataset containing 1,026,459 training
images along with 40,504 validation and 40,775 test images.

In order to extract sentiment from images and to extend our vocab-
ulary, we use two popular neural network models: DeepSentiBank and
Word2Vec. The following sections provide a brief overview of these
networks.

5.3 deepsentibank

To generate captions with sentiment, the first step is to capture the
emotional and visual contents from the image. The work [114], intro-
duced Adjective Noun Pair (ANP) concepts able to describe images
beyond visual content (e.g., “dog”) by capturing positive or negative
polarity (e.g., “cute dog” or “scary dog”). The resulting set of ANPs
as trained by a deep convolution neural network is called DeepSen-
tiBank [115]. The underlying dataset is called Visual Sentiment Ontology,
wherein images are paired with an Adjective-Noun pairs. The on-
tology contains 2,089 Adjective-Noun pairs and is constructed from
user-generated tags of Flickr images. The final dataset contains 867,919 visual sentiment

ontologyimages. The network has eight main layers with five convolutional
and three fully-connected layers. The output of the last fully-connect
layer is connected to a 2,089-way softmax which produces a class dis-
tribution over 2,089 ANPs. This pairing of adjectives and nouns does
also provide an insight into the general emotion associated with an an-
alyzed image. Figure 5.1 shows an illustration of DeepSentiBank (DSB)
architecture. Processing the image with DSB gives us a feature vec-
tor where each element corresponds to one ANP from a list of 2,089
ANPs. These 2,089 ANPs contain 231 distinct adjectives and 424 nouns.
However, this number is insufficient in order for the task of generat-
ing image captions. Therefore, we need a mechanism to extend our
vocabulary by adding similar and semantically relevant words. In
the following section, we shall discuss a neural network which can
reveal meaningful associations between words in order to extend our
vocabulary.

5.4 word2vec

Word2Vec [116] is a neural network that can provide meaningful vec-
tor representation for words. Converting natural language words to
mathematical vectors make them computer understandable. More word similarity with

neural networkimportantly, these vector representation posses semantically meaning-
ful relationships and can be used to establish word associations. For
example, words “cat” and “feline” are closer together than “cat” and
“dog”. These meaningful relationships can act as a basis for applica-
tions that involve search, recommendations, sentiment analysis etc.
The vectors which are generated through a neural networks are called
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clear sky
old house
cute dog

small dog
ugly dog

Conv1 + ReLU1 + Pool1 Conv2 + ReLU2 + Pool2 FC8Input

DeepSentiBank ANP

Figure 5.1: The architecture of DSB consists of a CNN with five conv blocks.
There are three FC layers at the end. The last layer (FC8) is con-
nected to a 2,089-softmax layer. For a given input image, the last
layer provides the probability distribution over the 2,089 ANP
label space.

as embeddings. Embeddings can also be combined within mathemat-
ical operators like addition and subtraction to find interesting word
relationships (e.g., “France” + “Capital” = “Paris”, “Library” - “Books”
= “Hall”).

One hot encoded word
“Paris”

Hidden Layer Softmax Layer

House

Dog

France

Road

City

Capital

Word2Vec

Figure 5.2: Word2Vec architecture consists of a two layer neural network
trained to predict semantically relevant words for a given input
word. The input word is encoded as a one-hot vector and the
last layer provides the probability distribution over label space
of output words. In the example above, for input word Paris, the
words France, City and Capital have the highest scores.
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The underlying architecture is a neural network that is trained on a
corpus to predict neighboring words (in the corpus) given an input
word. This is done by creating bigrams based on a context-size around
a word. The context-size defines a window around a word (to its left
and right) with the word as its center. For example, given three as a
context-size, three words to the left and three words to the right of a
given word are used to generate bigrams. The network is then trained context prediction

trainingwith the first word of the bigram as input and the second word as
target. After the training, the hidden layer of the network acts as the
embedding of an input word. Figure 5.2 shows an illustration of this
architecture. Word2Vec has been used here to extend the size of the
vocabulary by generating meaningful variations. This also helps in
creating sentences of different styles yet same meaning/emotion. We
shall discuss the caption generation models in the sections below.

5.5 sentiment generation models

In this section, we describe the two models used for generation of
image captions with sentiments. The first model, called as the CAST

network, is a graphical model. Here a graphical structure is used
to capture the language structure and paths within the graph are
used to generate captions. The second, the STEM model, is a CNN and
LSTM based architecture (see Encoder-Decoder Methods Chapter 2,
Section 2.4) which is trained end-to-end.

5.5.1 Concept And Syntax Transition (CAST) Network

The CAST network is a multi-directed graph where each node in the
network represents a concept (i.e. noun, adjective, verb or adverb)
connected to other concepts. It is generated in the following steps: graphical model

1. Nodes: For each content word with occurrence count greater
than forty in the training titles, we create a node. This leads to a
vocabulary of over 21,000 words. Additionally, we add a START
and an END node.

2. Similarity edges: Similarity edges connect nodes which have
similar meaning or are semantically similar. In order to detect
such similarities, we train a Word2Vec model on all training
sentences. We use a dimension of two hundred for the vectors. word2vec matching

For each node we add similarity edges to all nodes that have
a Word2Vec similarity above a fixed threshold (0.5 in this case).
This accounts for the possibility of replacing words by semanti-
cally similar words in the sentence generation process.

3. Syntax edge: Syntax edges try to capture the language grammar
of the underlying training set. For each sentence in the train-
ing captions, we check how content words are connected. For
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each such connection that does not use another content word,
a directed edge is created between the corresponding concept
nodes. The connecting string (usually consisting of propositions,
articles, etc.) is used as edge label and the total number of con-
nection occurrences is annotated as edge weight. These edges
contain information about the syntax of the language and are
used to connect different concepts.

After the CAST network has been created from the training data,
generating a sentence from a set of concepts is reduced to the problem
of finding a path from the start to the end node through a set of
activated nodes. Computing a list of such paths is done in a heuristic
way and this list is then ranked by considering the weights of the
included edges. The path with the highest score is then convertedgraph traversals

to a sentence in a straight-forward way, where similarity edges are
used to substitute words. An illustration of a simple CAST network
can be found in Figure 5.3. We build our graph (including Word2Vec
model) on YFCC100M, showing that our method works well with noisy
real-world data without any sophisticated preprocessing2.

5.5.2 Template-based Approach

In case, the CAST network fails to find a suitable sentence for the
image, we rely on a template based approach to solve this case. Thefallback option

idea of this approach is to use different templates of the kind “ADJ
HUMAN with PROPERTY doing VERB on EVENT in LOCATION" to
form sentences from a set of visual concepts that have been tagged by
according category and are detected in the image.

For this we need:

• Category tags: We manually assigned category tags (e.g., “HU-
MAN" or “LOCATION") to all nouns that occur in any ANPs.

• Templates: A few (5) templates based on these category tags
were created manually. From that we automatically generated
different template variations by removing parts of the template.
(e.g., the variations of the above template would include “ADJ
HUMAN doing VERB in LOCATION" and “HUMAN with
PROPERTY on EVENT in LOCATION".)

On the ACMMM Grand Challenge test set, we found that less than
10% of images required the template based approach as a fallback
option.

Finally, the presented system follows a pipeline approach consisting
of the following steps:

2 In principle it would be possible to train the visual concept detector on the YFCC100M
data as well.
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START person

handsome man

cute dog park END

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘ a ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘ with ‘, 1

‘ with ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 3

‘ in the ‘, 1

‘ in a ‘, 2

‘  ‘, 1

Figure 5.3: Example of a CAST network generated from the titles “handsome
man”, “a person with cute dog”, “dog in a park”, “dog in the
park” and “man with dog in a park”. The dashed line indicates
a similarity edge (and is in this toy example not generated from
the given sentences). If the red nodes denote the activated con-
cepts, the resulting sentence would be “person with cute dog in a
park". (Substituting man by person because a similarity edge was
traversed.)

1. Sentiment extraction: We process the image with DSB to extract
concepts including emotional cues. Given ANP scores from DSB, pipeline for CAST

we consider all ANPs that have a score above a fixed threshold to
create sentences from all suitable template variations (If no score
exceeds the threshold we take the ANP with highest confidence
and return it as caption.)

2. CAST network: Generate ranked sentences from the detected
concepts.

3. Ranking: We rank all resulting sentences based on a scalar rating
score that is computed for each sentence individually, using for
the computation the DSB scores of all ANPs that are present in
the sentence.

4. Templates: If the rankings from the network are below a thresh-
old, we use a template-based approach to create sentences.

Algorithm 1 and Figure 5.4 show the overview of the steps involved
in the complete pipeline.

5.5.3 Show and Tell with Emotions (STEM)

The STEM model for sentiment caption generation is an encoder-
decoder model. It generates sentiment in captions in two steps. In the neutral captions to

sentimentfirst step, it generates a neutral caption related to the image. In the
second, it injects adjectives into the neutral captions at suitable loca-
tions to enhance the sentiment component of the same. The following
sections describe the two steps in detail.
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START person

handsome man

cute dog park END

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘ a ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘ with ‘, 1

‘ with ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 1

‘  ‘, 3

‘ in the ‘, 1

‘ in a ‘, 2

‘  ‘, 1

Cute Dog
    Young Man

Calm Park
Old Bench
Calm Dog

DSB

A man with a cute dog in the park

Sentiment Extraction ANPs

Node Activation

Figure 5.4: The pipeline of CAST network consists of three main steps. First
the sentiment of the image is extracted with DSB to get the relevant
ANPs of the image. Second, The nodes relevant to the adjectives
and nouns are activated in the CAST graph. Third, relevant paths
through the graphs are ranked and the path with the highest rank
is provided as the caption.

Algorithm 1: CAST Network pipeline.
Input: Image, I, CAST Graph, G
Output: Sentiment Caption, Cs

Data: YFCC100M
/* Step1: Sentiment Extraction */

1 Extract sentiment of I with DeepSentiBank through ANPs,
AN = {a1, n1, a2, n2, · · · ak, nk}

2 Extract nouns from Cn, N = {n1, n2, · · · , nl}
/* Step2: CAST:Sentiment Caption Generation */

3 foreach (adjective : a, noun : na) in AN do
4 Mark relevant nodes in G that correspond to a and na

5 Find paths P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} in G to include the maximum of
marked nodes

6 foreach path p in P do
7 Generate Caption by listing node and edge labels in p
8 Append p to Cl

5.5.3.1 Neutral Caption Generation

The neutral caption for the image is generated in a similar fashion of
[11], wherein a CNN is used to convert the image into a feature vector.encoder-decoder

model We used a VGG network [25], to embed the image into a feature vector.
This feature vector acts as the initial hidden state for a LSTM network
(with a hidden dimension of 256). The LSTM is unrolled over time and
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generates one word at each time step to form a caption of the image.
We use the MSCOCO dataset to train this architecture.

5.5.3.2 Sentiment Injection

Having generated a neutral caption, we would like to inject sentiment
into it. In order to do so, we have to identify suitable adjectives for
the image and positions inside the caption. In the first step, we extract
the sentiment with relevant ANPs from the image using DSB. Then word2vec and DSB

for matchingrelevant nouns inside the neutral caption are identified with a part-
of-speech tagger (we use the NLTK [90] library here). We match the
nouns inside the neutral caption against the nouns in extracted ANPs.
The matching is done using Word2Vec and a match-value higher than
0.5 is considered as relevant. In the last step, the adjectives from the
matched ANPs are inserted before the matched nouns in the neutral
caption. Algorithm 2 and Figure 5.5 show the overview of the steps
involved in the pipeline.

Show & Tell
Neutral Caption
“a baby on bed with 

a teddy bear.”

ANP
Smiling Baby

Little Baby
Cute Baby
Cute Toy

Chubby Face

a
baby

on 
bed
with

a
teddy 
bear

DSB

Word2Vec
STEM Caption

“a smiling little baby 
on bed with a cute 

teddy bear.”

sentiment 
injection

STEM

sentiment 
extraction

Figure 5.5: In the STEM model, first a neutral caption is generated for the
given image through an encoder-decoder model. The sentiment
of the given image is extracted through DSB and the relevant
ANPs are found. The nouns of the ANPs are matched against the
neutral caption through Word2Vec. In the last step, the adjectives
are injected into the neutral caption at the relevant positions
improving the sentiment quotient of the neutral caption.

5.6 results

The results were evaluated through two methods. In the first eval-
uation, the individuals were asked to choose between two captions
(ground truth and generated ones). The second was done to evaluate
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Algorithm 2: STEM Model
Input: Image, I
Output: Sentiment Caption, Cs

Data: MSCOCO
/* Step1: Neutral Caption Generation */

1 Train encoder-decoder model for generating a neutral caption,
Cn

/* Step2: Sentiment Extraction */

2 Extract sentiment of I with DeepSentiBank through ANPs,
AN = {a1n1, a2n2, · · · ak, nk}

3 Extract nouns from Cn, N = {n1, n2, · · · , nl}
/* Step3: Sentiment Injection */

4 foreach noun, n in N do
5 foreach adjective, a, noun, na in AN do
6 if Word2Vec(n,na) > 0.5 then

/* Find most similar nouns between neutral

caption and ANPs */

7 insert a in Cn before n

the quality of the generated caption through the ACMMM Grand
Challenge. We discuss both of the evaluation methods in the following
sections.

5.6.1 Human Evaluation (CAST)

In order to evaluate the humanness factor of the generated caption,
we selected 200 random images from our test set. These images were
assigned two captions: The original caption present in the YFCC100M

dataset and the caption generated by our method. Without informingforced choice

the individual about the source of the two captions, we asked human
subjects to choose one among the two captions which they thought
had a higher emotional content and were generated by a human.
To compensate for the subjective bias in human evaluation, each
image was shown to three different individuals and the opinion of the
majority was decided as the final result for that image.

We report that 31.5% of the captions generated by our method were
reported as more human-like in comparison to the original caption
by at least two subjects. In 62.5% of images at least one subject chose
our caption over the original one. These results are encouraging and
the generated captions often read naturally, conveying emotions. The
creativity and subjectivity that is displayed in some of the captions is
very entertaining. Figure 5.6 shows a small selection of titles generated
by our method.
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(  ) fire in the sky, fire island
(X) nightfall and trees (  ) fruit op

(X) mucky and tired baby

(  ) cloud claws
(X) violent storm clouds

(X) sea soulful
(  ) cruel sea waves on the beach

(X) burning man
(  ) amazing sky highway (X) games convention storm trooper

(  ) violent crime with an audience

Figure 5.6: Qualitative results of our approach for images of the YFCC100M

dataset. The captions in black are the ground truth titles, in blue
we have captions produced by the combination of DSB and CAST.
The “X" marks indicate which caption the majority of people in
our evaluation experiment believed to be created by a human.
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5.6.2 ACMMM Grand Challenge Human Evaluation

The results generated by the models were submitted to the ACMMM
Grand Challenge 2016. In this challenge, participants were asked toACMMM human

evaluation track train their models on a training set released by the committee. The
results were evaluated by human experts assigned by the committee
on a set of test images. The committee evaluated the results on the
following criterion on a scale of zero to one:

• [score 0]: The caption has very little relation to the content or
simply does not make sense.

• [score 0.25]: The caption seems reasonable, but other metadataexpert evaluation
criterion associated with the photo (e.g., location where the photo was

taken) makes the caption incorrect.

• [score 0.5]: The caption correctly identifies some of the content
or scene (whether explicitly or implicitly visible)

• [score 1.0]: The caption correctly identifies most of the content
and emotion (whether explicitly or implicitly visible)

Our models scored on an average 0.932 and were selected for the
challenge as they stood within the top-3 submissions in the contest.
These results are encouraging and point towards the effectiveness of
sentiment injection through adjectives.

5.7 conclusions

We started the chapter with the following question:

Can we generate captions with a sentiment dimension?

In order to answer this question, we proposed two models to gener-
ated captions with sentiments. The first, CAST network, was a graphical
model trained on YFCC100M. The second, STEM, was a neural network
based model for sentiment injection. Both models used DSB as fixed
visual sentiment extractor and Word2Vec for word matching. We also
proved the effectiveness of the models through human evaluations.
The models were also selected at the ACMMM Grand Challenge 2016

as they stood among the top-3 entries in the contest. In general, CAST

provides a new possibility for the challenging task of generating sen-
tences from an arbitrary sets of words. With the graphical structure
one also can follow and influence all the steps from detected concepts
to final sentence, giving much more control and making the model
more explainable. By using word similarity in the sentence generation
process, they display a high degree of creativity, effectively extending
the vocabulary. They do all this in a simple and transparent way which
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makes it easy to find the source of mistakes, allowing for systematic
improvements or customization of the system in the future.

To improve the existing models and to get the caption quality closer
to human levels we are planning to extend our work by incorporating
the following points: The grammar of the whole sentence needs to be
given more weight. We are currently working on an additional ranking
mechanism to take that into account. Also, so far the confidences of
the detector are only respected in the thresholding and then discarded.
We plan to either modify the network traversing algorithm such that
it also respects the concept scores or respect the scores in the final
ranking of the proposed sentences. We also want to use additional
concept detectors to get more different sentences from the network
and optimize the whole network on more data.

At this point, we have addressed the properties of subjectivity and
sentiment for image captioning. In the following chapters (Chapter 6)
we talk about generative models and their application in generating
variations in image captions.





6
C O N T R O L L E D VA R I AT I O N S I N I M A G E C A P T I O N S

This chapter presents the algorithms proposed to generate variations
in image captions. An image can be described in different ways which
have similar meanings. We propose a method to control the properties
of these variations e.g., sentiment. We take a generative approach
to solve this problem using CGAN. The modified CGAN architecture
contains a Generator and two Discriminators. An external signal
called a context is provided to control the property of variations. This
context is encoded as an input to the Generator (as a part of its
latent space). Reinforcement Learning algorithm of Policy Gradients
is used to train this architecture to alleviate the challenges posed by
vanishing gradients and long term dependencies. Using a two step
training process combined with Policy Gradients, we show that this
architecture can be trained in a stable manner. The architecture is also
evaluated quantitatively on the state-of-the-art image caption dataset
and qualitatively using a crowd-sourcing platform. Our results, along
with human evaluation prove that we competitively succeed in the
task of creating variations and sentiment in image captions.

The methods and models presented in this chapter have appeared
in ICANN 2019 [22] .The rest of the chapter is organized as follows:
Section 6.1 introduces the motivating problem of this chapter. Sec- publication &

chapter structuretion 6.2 discusses the generative architecture and adversarial training.
Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 gives a detailed description of the model
architecture and training respectively. Section 6.5 describes the dataset
used to train the model. Section 6.6 provides the quantitative and
qualitative results. Section 6.7 concludes the chapter with a summary.

6.1 problem definition

Humans often use a wide variety of captions while describing images.
Individuals use a variety of styles while writing captions owing to
their different social backgrounds, cultures etc. However, the varia-
tion dimension is often neglected in state-of-the-art image captioning
models where the intention is to generate a caption which is as close
to the ground-truth as possible. To change this paradigm, Genera- multiple

caption-variations
for single image

tive algorithms have been used in creating variation in captions [55].
However, these variations are often generated randomly without any
control from the user. Therefore, it would it beneficial if certain prop-
erties (e.g., sentiment) of the generated captions can also be controlled
through an external context. In such a case, the model can not only
generate variable captions but the user can also control its properties

85
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by varying the context. For example, if the context is the sentiment,
then the user can preset the sentiment of the generated variations
through an additional binary variable (for the rest of the chapter we
shall consider the context as the sentiment information). This requires
a fusion of the context(sentiment information here) with the input.

Generative models are inherently difficult to train on languages for
two main reasons:

1. The process of generating language is a sequential-sampling pro-
cedure which is non-differentiable, making the direct applicationdifficulty in training

of backpropagation difficult

2. Long dependencies formed as a result of longer sentences mean
that training them with back propagation shall suffer from van-
ishing/exploding gradients.

Given these challenges, our motivating question then becomes:

Can machines generate captions with variations and control its prop-
erties?.

To begin our approach, we must find a property which can easily be
verified in the variations. There are different properties that can besentiment as a

control property used here. For example, the style of the caption, language, linguistic
properties, sentiment. We choose the property of sentiment for this
experiment as it is relatively easier to both qualitatively and quantita-
tively verify this property. Additionally, we found that for the property
of sentiment we could also compare our results against state-of-art
models.

6.2 generative model

Image captioning frameworks generally follow an encoder-decoder
architecture [11, 15]. The input image is encoded into a n-dimensional
space using a CNN. The encoded image acts as the initial state for the
decoder which is a LSTM to generate a text sequence. The network is
trained using a maximum likelihood loss (e.g., Cross Entropy Loss). This
ensures that the network generates captions which are as close to the
ground truth as possible. Deviating from this convention, we can have
a generative architecture.

Generative models have shown to be effective at approximating un-
known distributions. The most successful among generative models,
called GAN [52] has proved to be highly efficient at tasks like image
generation, image completion etc. [117]. A typical GAN includes aGAN for captioning

generator network which, given a noise vector z, generates data items
and a discriminator network which evaluates these items (if generated
or real). Together, they perform a min-max game, where the generators
objective is to generate data which can fool the discriminator and
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the discriminators objective is to accurately distinguish the generated
data from real. A variant of GAN, called CGAN [117] follows an ar-
chitecture where generator and discriminators are conditioned on an
external input. Our proposed method takes inspiration from the CGAN

architecture where sentiment acts as the external condition (context).
As mentioned in the above section, training a GAN for languages

is a non trivial task. Therefore, we need to search other algorithms Reinforcement
Learning for training(other than backpropagation) to stabilize the training. The authors of

[55] have shown that reinforcement learning algorithms like Policy
Gradients and Monte-Carlo rollouts can be used to mitigate these
effects in order to train a GAN for caption generation. Our final model
takes as input, an image and a binary variable (indicating the desired
positive or negative sentiment of the caption) to generate captions
accordingly. Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2 show the basic architecture of the
model and few examples of generated captions respectively.

Model

    Positive  
● a happy man wearing a blue 

shirt is performing a trick falling 
off a skateboard.

● a  good skateboarder in a blue 
shirt doing a trick.

● a  nice man is doing trick on a 
skateboard

Input
Image

Input
Sentiment
Pos/Neg

   Negative
● a  scary man riding a skateboard 

through the air.
● a  angry man riding a skateboard 

down a ramp.
● a  man does a trick on his 

dangerous skateboard.

Figure 6.1: Basic overview of our model. The input to the model is the
image and a binary vector indicating the required sentiment
(positive/negative) of the output captions. The model generates
the caption which has the input sentiment and multiple variations.

In the following sections, we shall look into this architecture in
detail and its training methods.

6.3 architecture

Our architecture is similar to a CGAN [55] but with one generator: G
and two discriminators: Dr, Ds (as opposed to one generator and one
discriminator). The generator, G, given an image, generates a sequence one generator, two

discriminatorswhich is evaluated by the discriminators. The objective of Dr and Ds is
to accurately judge the relevance and the sentiment of the generated
caption respectively. Figure 6.2 shows an illustration of the proposed
architecture.

Our training also differs from the adversarial approach [52]. Briefly
put, our training contains two phases. In the first phase, we train both
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the generator and discriminator. After the first phase, the discriminator
weights are frozen and they now act as reward agents. In the second
phase, the rewards produced by the discriminators (for the generated
captions) act as a feedback to further train the generator. Training
using this reinforcement technique is called Policy Gradients. We shall
look into the individual components of the network in detail and the
encoding scheme used for the input.

Relevance
based
Reward

Generated
Captions

Image

Random
Noise

Sentiment
based
Reward

Generator

Discriminator-R

Discriminator-S

Image

Input
Sentiment

Figure 6.2: Detailed architecture of our model. The Generator takes the image
and a binary sentiment vector as input. Discriminator-R uses
the same image to evaluate the quality of the generated caption.
Discriminator-S uses the input sentiment vector and the generated
caption while evaluating its reward.

6.3.1 Generator

The generator G, is a single layer LSTM network (hidden dimension
hg) which takes an image along with a noise vector z ∈ Rm as input
and generates a caption by sampling discretely from the output. TheLSTM generator

input image is first converted into a feature vector, f ∈ Rn using the
last fully connected layer of a pretrained CNN. The objective of the
generator is to generate captions which are relevant to the image and
have a positive/negative sentiment based on the encoding of input
noise vector z. Figure 6.3 shows an illustration of the generator.

6.3.2 Noise Encoding

We want to provide an input to G for the intended sentiment of the
caption. To achieve this, we used the noise variable z. We split z intocontext encoding in

noise vector two parts: a 512-dimensional vector sampled from N (0, 1) and a 512-
dimensional latent code vector which is assigned values based on the
sentiment in the ground truth caption, namely:

• if the ground truth caption had a positive sentiment, then the
first 256 dimensions in latent code were set to 1 and rest as 0
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Figure 6.3: The generator is an LSTM network. It takes two inputs: the encoded
image from a VGG16 network and an encoded noise 1,024-vector
z. These inputs are combined together into a FC layer and pro-
vided as the starting state of the LSTM

• if the ground truth caption had a negative sentiment, then first
256 dimensions in latent code were set to 0 and rest as 1.

Figure 6.4 shows an illustration of this encoding scheme.
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Negative
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Figure 6.4: The binary input of sentiment is encoded into a 1,024 noise vector
z. The first 512 values are chosen from N (0, 1), indicated by the
grey color. The second 512 values are encoded based on the
chosen sentiment

6.3.3 Discriminator-1

The first discriminator Dr, is a LSTM network (hidden dimension
hd), which given an image and a caption, distinguishes between the caption relevance

discriminatorcaptions generated by G from the ones present in the training set.
Dr also takes into account the semantic relevance of the generated
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caption given the input image and the true caption of the input image.
Figure 6.5 shows the brief illustration of Dr. The objective function to
train the discriminator is an extended version used by [55]. For Dr with
parameters η, given an image I, the objective function (Equation 6.1)
and reward (Equation 6.2) can be formulated as:

LDr (I; η) = ESr∼ST log RDr (I, Sr) + α ·ESg∼SG log (1− RDr (I, Sg))

+ β ·ESn∈SN log (1− RDr (I, Sn)),
(6.1)

RDr = σ( fθ(I) · hη(S)), (6.2)

where η represents parameters of Dr, θ represents the parameters of
the CNN, f and h are embedding functions of image and caption
respectively, < · > is the dot product, ST is the true caption for I from
the training set, SG is a generated caption from G for I and SN is a
“irrelevant-caption” from the training set that does not belong to I. α

and β are balancing coefficients.

h hhh
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Figure 6.5: The first discriminator is an LSTM network. It takes two inputs:
The caption generated by generator and the encoded image from
VGG16. It processes these inputs to provide an estimate of the
relevance of the caption, given the image.

6.3.4 Discriminator-2

The second discriminator Ds, takes the generated caption from G, the
input sentiment vector and assigns a reward for each of the tokens
generated by the generator. Figure 6.6 shows the brief illustration ofcaption sentiment

discriminator Dr. Our experiments showed that a pre-trained sentiment classifier
can also be used with our modified objective function1. Ds provides a
high reward if the computed sentiment is the same as the expected
sentiment and punishes G for deviations. Thus, the reward from Ds

can be defined as follows:

RDs (S, ω) = ES∼SG [δwp log fp(S) + δwn log fn(S)], (6.3)

1 We used sentiment classifier provided by TextBlob (https://textblob.readthedocs.
io/en/dev), which provides a sentiment value in [-1,1]

https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev
https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev
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fp(t) =


1, s(t) > 0.5,

0.8, 0 ≤ s(t) ≤ 0.5,

0.1, s(t) < 0,

fn(t) =


1, s(t) < −0.5,

0.8, −0.5 ≤ s(t) ≤ 0,

0.1, s(t) > 0,

where ω ∈ {p, n} is the input sentiment, s(t) is sentiment value of
token t assigned by Ds and δ is the Kronecker delta. It should be noted
that, after the discriminators are trained, their role is to provide a
reward to each token in the caption generated by G.
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Figure 6.6: The second discriminator is a sentiment classifier network. It
takes two inputs: The generated caption from generator and the
binary sentiment variable. Given these two inputs, it provides a
high reward if the generated caption has the intended sentiment
(as indicated by the binary variable). A low reward, otherwise.

6.4 training

We divide the architecture training into two phases. In the first phase,
the generator and discriminators are trained. After the first phase, the
generator is able to generate words which are relevant to the image
(without any specific language structure). For the second phase, the two phase training

discriminators are frozen and the generator is further trained (via
policy gradients) to incorporate sentiment and language variations
in the caption. We found that this method of training increased the
stability of the model and prevented the model from the “helvetica
scenario" or mode collapse [52].

6.4.1 Phase 1

The generator G in this setup was pre-trained with maximum likeli-
hood estimation technique for eg epochs. This pre-training was done
in order to stabilize the gradients. We reach a stage where the genera- adversarial training

tor starts generating some relevant words related to the image. The
discriminator Dr was then trained using this generator for er epochs
(with the loss function in Equation 6.1). Although, it can be argued
that this is not truly an alternating adversarial training, we did not
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find any significant difference in variations of captions with alternat-
ing adversarial training. Moreover, with our approach it reduced the
training time (in terms of number of required epochs) of Generator.
The noise variable z was set to a 1024 sampling from N (0, 1).

6.4.2 Phase 2

We used a policy gradient approach to further train G wherein the
discriminators Dr and Ds act as reward agents. This means that Gpolicy gradients

needs to generate captions through which it can maximize the rewards
given by Dr and Ds. Therefore, the Phase-2 loss of G can be formulated
as follows:

LG(I) = ESg∈SG [−γ1 · RDr − γ2 · RDs + γ3 ·Ω(Sg, St)], (6.4)

where, γ1, γ2, γ3 ∈ (0, 1] are the balancing coefficients learned from
the validation set and Ω is a regularizing term used to prevent the
discriminator from collapsing to trivial patterns. We found that setting
Ω to cross-entropy function (between generated caption Sg and true
caption St of the image) gave the best results.

Steps of the two-phase training are enumerated in algorithm 3.
Having described the architecture and the training process in detail,
we move on to the details of the dataset in the next section.

6.5 dataset : sentiment enhanced mscoco

MSCOCO [118] is an image-caption dataset containing 150,000 image-
caption pairs in total (train, validation and test). At present, MSCOCO

is also the most preferred dataset for state-of-the-art image captioning
research [11, 16, 41, 42, 55, 119]. Therefore, we chose to use MSCOCO

as this gave us a clear way to compare our results against the state-
of-the-art. Although, MSCOCO is the benchmark dataset for captioningadjectives added to

MSCOCO models, the captions provided are quite objective and clearly lack the
sentiment dimension. A sentiment classification showed us that there
were only 29,521 and 26,851 captions with a positive and negative
sentiment respectively. The rest, 61,915 were neutral captions. The
sentiment captions dataset from [119] (with 998 images) was found to
be too small for our training task. To overcome these challenges, we
decided to modify each of the nouns present in the MSCOCO dataset
with a suitable positive or negative adjective. The intention was to
enhance the sentiment value of the training set. Rather than randomly
adding positive and negative adjectives, we used the adjectives from
aspects-DBl [120] to find the list of suitable adjectives for each noun.
We used the 2017 train/val split of MSCOCO which consists of 118,287
training images and 5,000 validation images2. For each of these im-

2 MSCOCO does not have ground-truth captions for the test set
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Algorithm 3: Two-Phase Training of the architecture. In the first
phase (step 1 - 2), we train the generator, G and discriminator,
Dr. In the second phase (step 3-13), we switch to Reinforcement
Learning and train only G using policy gradients. In the second
phase Dr and Ds act as reward agents for policy gradients.

Data: Sentiment Enhanced MSCOCO Training set S
/* Phase-1 Training */

1 Train Generator G with MLE on S
2 Train Discriminator Dr using samples generated by G and S

with loss from Equation 6.1 (LDr )
/* Phase-2 Training */

3 for 100 epochs do
4 for Each Image in Dataset do

/* Policy Gradient Training with Ds */

5 Generate a sequence with G with positive latent code
vector.

6 Get reward for each token from the Ds
7 Generate a sequence with G with Noise Variable with

negative latent code vector.
8 Get reward for each token from the Ds

/* Policy Gradient Training with Dr */

9 Sample noise vector z w.r.t. the sentiment in
ground-truth caption

10 Generate a sequence with z
11 Get reward for each token with Dr using

Monte-Carlo-Rollouts
/* MLE Regularization */

12 Calculate Cross Entropy Loss for ground truth caption
with z

13 Calculate total loss G parameters
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ages, there are 5 captions in the dataset. Following the sentiment
enhancement, we processed each of these captions similar to [55]:

1. Remove all the non-alphabetic characters apart from comma.

2. Convert all the words to lower-case.pre-processing

3. Add a START (< start >) and END (< end >) token at the
beginning and end of each caption.

4. Remove all the words with the frequency of less than 5 in training
and validation set combined.

This gave us the vocabulary size of 10,496 words. All the words
that were not in the vocabulary were replaced with a token < unk >.
We used the maximum sequence length of 16 and thus truncated all
captions up until this length and padded the shortened sequences
with token < pad >. After the modification, the sentiment-enhanced
MSCOCO contained 50,303 positive and 67,981 negative image-caption
pairs.

6.5.1 Hyperparameters

For Deep Learning approaches, in most cases, hyperparameters are
arrived at in an empirical fashion. Although, there have been differ-
ent rule-of-thumb approaches, they still need to be tweaked through
experiments to suit ones need. Therefore, all deep learning works In
this section we describe the set of parameters which were empirically
determined based on the validation set. The hidden dimensions of theempirically

determined
parameters

generator and discriminator LSTM networks, hg, hd were both set to
512. The VGG16 network was used as the feature extractor for images
with the feature vector f ∈ R4096. The noise vector z was from R1024.
The coefficients for Equation 6.1, α, β were set to 1. The coefficients
for Equation 6.4 , γ1, γ2, γ3 were set to 1, 1, 0.5 respectively. For the
first phase training, epochs eg and er were 50, 30 respectively. For the
second phase, eg was 100.

6.6 results

Since our work addresses the dimensions of sentiment and variability,
the results were evaluated both quantitatively as well as qualitatively.
Quantitative evaluation usually involves reporting conventional scores
of BLEU [64], METEOR [66], ROUGE [65] and CIDER [67] against the
ground truth. Qualitative evaluation uses human subjects to evaluate
the generated captions for sentiment and grammar.
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Metric SnT[11] SCap[119] Ours

c=1 c=5 c=10

Positive
Captions

BLEU-1 0.620 0.567 0.547 0.621 0.656

BLEU-2 0.437 0.365 0.346 0.406 0.439

BLEU-3 0.306 0.240 0.220 0.267 0.295

BLEU-4 0.218 0.164 0.144 0.181 0.202

METEOR 0.219 0.199 0.185 0.209 0.221

ROUGE_L 0.473 0.443 0.418 0.469 0.488

CIDER 0.752 0.545 0.461 0.591 0.631

Negative
Captions

BLEU-1 0.620 0.572 0.570 0.645 0.676

BLEU-2 0.437 0.367 0.362 0.428 0.463

BLEU-3 0.306 0.246 0.234 0.287 0.319

BLEU-4 0.218 0.164 0.151 0.191 0.219

METEOR 0.219 0.200 0.199 0.222 0.235

ROUGE_L 0.473 0.447 0.445 0.483 0.504

CIDER 0.752 0.516 0.509 0.627 0.688

Table 6.1: Conventional metrics for Show n Tell (SnT), SentiCap (SCap) (for
both positive and negative captions) and our model (with 1, 5

and 10 generated captions). Even though our objective is not to
maximize conventional scores, we still outperform both objective
and sentiment models in most of these scores as we increase the
variations. SnT scores are the same for Positive and Negative
captions because they generate a neutral caption.
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Image Captions

+ a proud woman walking down the street
holding a colorful umbrella.

+ a attractive person walking across a street
holding a umbrella.

+ a great person walking with a umbrella on
top of a street.

– a dangerous person walking down the
street in the rain.

– a evil person walking across with a
umbrella.

– a dangerous person walking holding a pink
umbrella.

+ a beautiful giraffe standing on top of a lush
green field.

+ a beautiful giraffe standing near a tree in a
field.

+ a wonderful giraffe in a field with a bird in
the background.

– a sad giraffe standing in a field next to a
bush.

– a sick giraffe standing in a lush green field.

– a sick giraffe standing in a field next to a
tree.

+ a white and blue great plane is on a runway.

+ a popular passenger jet is parked on the
runway.

+ a large white great airplane sitting on a
runway.

– a white and blue jet sitting on a wrong
runway.

– a expensive passenger jet is parked on the
runway at an airport.

– a fake airplane that is sitting on a runway.

Table 6.2: Positive and negative captions generated by our model. For each
sentiment (+/–), there are three variations shown.
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6.6.1 Quantitative Results

Classical scores like BLEU, METEOR, ROGUE and CIDER are gener-
ally evaluated by matching n-grams between target and the generated
captions. Therefore, a higher score would suggest that the generated
caption is closer to the target sentence. Even though our models are not
trained to emulate the ground truth (in turn maximize the benchmark
scores), we would like to report these scores to show that we can still
outperform the state-of-the-art, simply by increasing the variations for
our captions. To compare against the state-of-the-art for objective cap- outperforms the

state-of-the-arttioning, we use the “Show n Tell”[11] model. For comparison against
the state-of-the-art for sentiment captioning, we use “SentiCap”[119]
model. We use the test set published by [119] which contains 433
positive and 433 negative image-caption pairs. The results show that
even though we did not train the model according to the conventional
criteria, we competitively outperform the state of art as shown in Table
6.1. As we increase our generated captions (c=1,5,10), we also get some
variations which are similar to the ground truth, thereby achieving
high value for these scores. Furthermore, we have to use the same
underlying vocabulary to generate variations. The nouns present in
the ground truth caption, like park, kitchen, man etc. are present in
the generated captions/variations as well (although their positions are
different) providing a boost to these values.

In order to determine whether the z vector truly encodes the in-
tended sentiment, we created 30,000 pairs (15,000 positive/negative
each) of encoded z vectors and calculated the sentiment of the gener-
ated caption. We then used t-SNE algorithm to visualize these vectors.
Figure 6.7 (left) shows the distribution of these vectors. As can be seen, qualitative

visualizationthere are two clusters that represent two different sentiment encoded
z vectors. The colors indicate the sentiment of the generated caption.
Each of the two clusters are dominated by a single output sentiment
(positive or negative) as indicated by their color coding. Figure 6.7
(right) shows the confusion matrix w.r.t the sentiment. As seen from
the confusion matrix, the overall accuracy of the intended sentiment is
93.19%. These results (visual and confusion matrix) indicate that the
encoding scheme is effective and achieves the intended sentiment in
the generated caption.

6.6.2 Human Evaluation

As our task involves generating variable and sentiment captions, a fair
evaluation is only possible through humans. The evaluation should
include the following judgments about:

1. The validity of the caption (given the image).

2. The sentiment of the caption.
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Figure 6.7: The plot(left) shows the t-SNE projection of the z vectors onto
a 2-D space. Each of the two clusters formed by z vectors are
dominated by a single sentiment (of generated caption). The right
side shows the confusion matrix w.r.t the sentiment (expected vs
generated sentiment).

To conduct the human evaluation of the generated captions, we ran-
domly sampled 200 held-out images from the validation set of MSCOCO.
We generated 3 positive and 3 negative captions per image. Eachsentiment and

validity check image-caption pair was evaluated by 3 subjects and a majority vote
decided the final answer. Through the entire experiment, we collected
3,600 responses from human subjects. Each subject was shown an
image and 6 captions (3 positive, 3 negative) but in a random order.
For each caption, given the image, subjects were then asked to answer
the following questions:

1. Is this a valid caption for the given image?

2. What is the general sentiment of the caption: positive, neutral,
negative?

We used the popular crowd sourcing platform, Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk3 to conduct our human evaluation. Figure 6.8 shows the
screen capture of the task. To ensure annotation quality, we set up the
following:

1. A validation set which would be run to ensure that annotators
did not cheat on the task.

2. Only contributors with a minimum rating of 75% were allowed
to participate.

From the 3,600 responses collected, 77.7% of the generated captions
were voted valid and having the intended sentiment. This indicates
that the captions (and the variations) from our model were of high
quality (semantically relevant) and had the intended sentiment. Itcontrolled variations

possible implies that it is possible to control properties of generated variations
through external contexts with a GAN. Table 6.2 shows few examples
that we used for this task. In 10.3% of the cases, the subjects voted for
a “neutral” sentiment. An analysis of such cases showed that it was
because of the generated adjective not being strong enough to convey
the sentiment.

3 www.mturk.com
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(a) The first part contains the questionnaire shown to the user including the image.

(b) The second part contains the caption variations and corresponding questions

Figure 6.8: Screen capture of the task given for user evaluation. Shown in
two parts here to accommodate the large length.

6.7 conclusions

We started with the motivating question:

“Can machines generate captions with variations and control its prop-
erties?".

To answer this question, we needed to fix a property to demonstrate
our results. We chose sentiment as a property to be controlled by the
model. The choice of sentiment as a property allowed us to easily
verify our results quantitatively against the state-of-the-art. We then
took a generative approach to combine sentiment and variation in a
single model. Our architecture was similar to a GAN, but with one
generator and two discriminators. The first discriminator assured the
relevance of caption and the second checked for the sentiment. In
order to encode sentiment information in the input of the GAN, we
used the noise variable z. We designed an encoding scheme for z such
that the model can correlate the encoding with the intended sentiment.
We also found that it was non-trivial to train a generative model for
language because of the non-differentiable nature of language. To
alleviate the training hurdles of a normal GAN with languages, we
used the policy gradients algorithm from Reinforcement Learning. A
two-phase training approach was introduced to stabilize the training
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process. We evaluated our model both quantitatively and qualitatively.
We showed that our model competitively outperforms the two state
of the art models (for objective and sentiment captions) for image
captioning. To further evaluate the results, we also performed a human
evaluation and showed that 77.7% of the generated captions are valid
with intended sentiments. Our results imply that it is possible to
generate variable-sentiment captions with good degree of accuracy.
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Proof-of-Concept systems (demo) not only help to showcase ones
research but also make it easier to explain ones experiments/mod-
els. Such visual systems also provide ideas to further improve the importance of demos

research direction and carve future directions. Additionally, develop-
ing such systems is chance to test the limitations of deep learning
frameworks. We describe a real-time captioning demo, named Cap-
tittude, deployed in the web (The system can be accessed at http:

//www.madm.eu/demo2/caption/). It contains both the CAST and STEM

captioning models. Given an image, these models process them in
parallel and provide their captions. Figure 7.1 shows a brief overview
of the system.

A group of lonely boats 
are docked in the 

colorful water

Lonely boat and 
sky and water

CNN DSB

DSB

CAST

  LSTM

Figure 7.1: Brief illustration of Captittude pipeline. The input image is sent
to the server, where CAST and STEM models process them. Each of
the captioning models then return a caption for the image.

7.1 architecture

The system contains a python based backend and bootstrap based
front end user interface. It also provides a user upload facility with
the help of DropZone. With this facility, viewers can upload pictures
into the system and get captions in return. We describe the python
and bootstrap interfaces in the following section.

7.1.1 Backend

The backend architecture of Captittude is based on python. Python
provides seamless integration with web services through the CherryPy
module. The deep learning models like DeepSentiBank, CAST and STEM python based

have been implemented in Tensorflow. CherryPy1 is a python module
that provides a minimalist web framework. This allows developers
to create web related demos quickly. Therefore, this was also the first
choice for Captittude development as well. In order to implement the

1 https://docs.cherrypy.org/en/latest/
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deep learning part of the captioning models, we used the popular deep
learning framework, Tensorflow2. Tensorflow (released by Google) has
been used by researchers in developing neural network models for
their experiments. The optimized GPU versions have been helpful in
reducing the training time of neural network models.

7.1.2 Frontend

The user interface and the landing page have been designed with Boot-
Strap library (javascript) providing an enhanced browsing experience.ease of navigation

Bootstrap is an open-source toolkit for web development and provides
easy prototyping of applications. The user upload functionality has
been developed using DropZone javascript library. This allows users
to drag-n-drop images into the field for automatic seamless upload.
Figure 7.2 shows a brief overview of the architecture.

Front End / User Upload Back End / Web Server

[STEM] : A group of lonely 
boats docked in the colorful 
water.
[CAST]: Lonely boat and sky 
and water.

        Python
PyCherry 

TensorFlow 
STEM

TensorFlow 
CAST

Figure 7.2: Overview of internal architecture. The frontend is a bootstrap
page allowing users to upload images. Backend consists CherryPy
server communicating with Tensorflow models.

7.2 yfcc100m & mscoco examples

Random YFCC100M and MSCOCO images are preloaded into the system
for users to get an overview about the system. Each time a userpreloaded data

clicks a preloaded image, the image is sent to the CherrPy server and
the captioning models process the image and provide their captions.
Figure 7.3 shows a screen capture of the preloaded examples. Users
are also allowed to search random samples from each of these datasets.

2 https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Figure 7.3: Preloaded example images in the system. YFCC100M and MSCOCO

examples are loaded for users to browse through them. However,
each time a user clicks an image, the system sends it over to the
server and the captions are generated on-the-fly
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(a) (S): A Bunch of motorcycles parked
next to each other. (C): Crowded
City race street.

(b) (S): A large incredible elephant
standing next to a tree. (C): An ani-
mal that is incredible and graceful.

(c) (S): There is a plate of yummy food
on the table. (C): Food yummy and
bad.

(d) (S): A small boat in a body of calm
water. (C): Calm ocean and sea.

Figure 7.4: Examples of generated captions by the Captittude system. Both
the captions from CAST and STEM are shown denoted by C and S
respectively.

7.3 showcase

The demo was also showcased at CeBIT-2017
3, which is the largest

international computer expo. We received a lot of positive feedback
from the audience at the event. Figure 7.4 shows few of the generatedpresentation &

feedback captions from by the system. As a future enhancement, we also plan
to integrate GAN models and RL algorithms in the backend. This will
allow the system to take the user feedback into account and improve
the system over time.

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CEBIT
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S U M M A RY

With the increased connectivity across the world brought-in by inter-
net and social media platforms, our communication methods have
also become multimodal. We now use both the visual and language
medium to express our personalities, ideas, views, opinions etc. The vi-
sual contents across the internet/social-media are often accompanied
with a textual component called as caption. For images, the caption captions needed for

communicationusually provides a description of the image or is connected to the
context of an image. There are multiple reasons as to why we need
captions. These reasons range from Goffman’s theory of Presentation of
Self to Effective social communication. We also pointed out the increased automatic caption for

better human
computer interaction

efficiency of human computer interaction, if machines could generate
image captions which are human-like. We call this field as Affective
Image Captioning. Such abilities would not only allow machines to
assist humans, but also improve its ability to effectively interact with
a human. Therefore, we began with the question:

Can machines generate human-like image captions?

To understand the major properties that constitute human-like cap-
tions, we performed a large-scale human caption study (Chapter 3).
This study spanned across the USA, Canada, England, Ireland, Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand. The data used for this study was sampled
from the YFCC100M dataset. Three thousand image-caption pairs were
sampled and shown to the annotators. The annotators were asked understand human

caption propertiesa set of questions regarding the image-caption pair to evaluate the
focus, visibility, intent, and meaning of the caption. The study ran for a
span of six months with 298 participants joining at various stages. We
performed a statistical and qualitative evaluation of the results. The
analysis show us that there are three major properties and few minor
properties that constitute the core component of human-like captions.
The major properties are: Subjectivity, Sentiment, and Variations. We
show that the minor properties of Humor and Sarcasm require prior
contextual knowledge and hence are out of the scope of this work. The
outcome of this study is published as a dataset, captions-DB, available
freely to the public. We address each of the major properties with
Deep Learning models.

In Chapter 4, we brought forth the challenges in capturing subjec-
tivity arising from difference in interpretations. We also point out the fusion techniques for

subjectivitydrawbacks of capturing subjectivity in a holistic manner (e.g., in the
form of an adjective-noun pair for the whole image). In order to move
away from holistic approaches and to disentangle subjectivity into

107
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components, we propose the task of aspect detection and the FAV model.
In this model, we capture subjectivity in three components of Focus,
Aspect, and Value. The focus is the attention point inside the image,
typically a noun. The aspect is a dimension of evaluation of the focus,FAV & aspect

detection e.g., age, activity etc. Aspects are usually arranged as set of opposing
adjectives. The value provides a binary evaluation as to which side
of the opposing adjectives do the aspect belong to. To implement the
FAV model, we propose different architectures: Logistic regression,
XResNet, and Fusion methods. A new method of fusion called as Ten-
sor Fusion is also introduced. An evaluation of these architectures onTensor Fusion better

than XResNet aspect detection and aspect-value prediction show that tensor fusion
is a better approach across these tasks. A new dataset, aspects-DB, is
released as a part of the aspect detection task and is freely available
for download.

Chapter 5 addressed the second of the major properties (sentiment).
We propose two models for sentiment injection into captions: CAST

networks and the STEM model. The CAST network is a graphical modelsentiment injection
with neural networks which captures the underlying language structure. We show that,

using neural networks to capture the adjectives (inside an image) and
using these adjectives (inside the graph) to create a path, we can create
captions with sentiment. The chapter also introduces the STEM model
which can perform sentiment injection. In this method, we start with
a neutral caption and inject adjectives at suitable positions. In order
to find these positions, we use the Word2Vec network. To perform an
evaluation of these models, we presented 200 random images from
YFCC100M to human evaluators and asked them to choose one caption
among the two options provided (which they thought were human
generated). The results show us that in 62.5% of the cases, at leasthigh scores with

human evaluation one subject chose our caption. We also discussed about the ACMMM
Grand Challenge and their human evaluation methods, where these
models scored a high score of 93%.

The last property of variation was discussed in Chapter 6. Here
we took a generative approach to create variations with sentiment. A
modified version of CGAN is used with one generator and two discrim-
inators. This modified architecture allows fusion of an external signal,generative models for

controlled variations context, into the GAN. As language training is difficult with a GAN, we
took the help of policy gradients algorithm from Reinforcement Learn-
ing. To further stabilize the training, we introduce a two-phase training
approach wherein the model is trained in an adversarial manner in the
first phase and with policy gradients in the second phase. Using quan-outperforms

state-of-the-art titative evaluation, we show that our model is able to outperform the
state-of-the-art sentiment captioning methods. A human evaluation
also proves that 77.7% of the generated variations are valid with the
intended sentiment. Chapter 7 discussed a real-time proof-of-conceptreal-time demo

application of the above mentioned models (developed in Tensorflow).
The system can take in user images and provide captions in return.
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Summarizing, in the process of answering our research question,
we have achieved the following goals we set in Chapter 1:

• human caption study. We conducted a large-scale human cap-
tion study in order to identify the properties of human generated
captions

• deep learning models. For the major properties of subjectivity,
sentiment, and variations we proposed predictive and generative
deep learning models. We evaluated them against the state-of- contribution

summarythe-art along with human evaluation.

• datasets. Two important datasets were also published. First,
captions-DB was the result of the human caption study and can be
used for researching into other aspects e.g., caption interpretation.
Second, aspects-DB was compiled to solve the problem of positive
bias in the existing datasets and to introduce subjective attributes
for aspect detection.

The datasets published as a part of this work can be downloaded at
http://madm.dfki.de/downloads.

http://madm.dfki.de/downloads
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F U T U R E O U T L O O K

Having provided a summary in Chapter 8, we shall conclude this
work by listing out some of the promising directions for future. The
task of automatic image captioning has made few important strides
into human-like caption generation. However there is much more to
achieve in this direction. Given the vast array of potential applications,
we benefit immensely if machines can generate language as humans.
The future directions of this work can broadly be divided into four
categories.
Searching fusion strategies. An important message from the FAV

model was that the way of combining information can drastically
change various properties of neural networks. This also affects the sen- extend fusion

sitivity towards various hyper-parameters and generalization ability.
Therefore, an important question that arises is: what is the best way to
fuse information? This question has become more relevant given the
present situation, where researchers often use concatenation as the
default fusion strategy and focus more on tuning hyper-parameters.
Further experiments need to be designed to arrive at a conclusion of
the fusion strategies for different neural network architectures.
Extending the fav model. We would also like to extend the FAV

model to other applications like subjective information retrieval and
into the domain of visual question answering. The model shall also adjective

rearrangementbenefit if the adjectives are arranged on an increasing scale of strength.
This means that the value predicted by the FAV model could be used
to choose the right adjective from this scale.
Reinforcement learning for gan. In order to stabilize the GAN

training we have used the policy gradients approach from RL. RL offers
promising directions for training generative models. For example, Reinforcement

Learning methodsalgorithms like actor-critic algorithms need to be explored to check if
they can better train GAN architectures. Furthermore, we have only
explored one form of encoding sentiment in this work. This encoding
scheme shows us that it is possible for a generative model to take
external context into account. Further experiments need to designed
in order to arrive at most suitable form of information encoding inside
a GAN.
Extension of contexts. We introduced the single context fusion in a
GAN, as a part of generating variations. This context was given in the multiple contexts

form of sentiment information. We intend to extend this to multiple
contexts. For example, the model could take sentiment, length, style
information as contexts and generate captions that conform to all these
contexts. However, this requires that we first establish a firm training
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method for the modified GAN architecture than can take multiple
contexts as input.

Last but not the least, the algorithms developed for affective image
captioning in this work have a potential to be developed into interest-
ing applications. Chatbots are a popular category of applications that
are gaining momentum since the past few years. Brands have startedenhanced

applications using chatbots as a part of their marketing strategies. Affective caption-
ing chatbots can prove to be beneficial in marketing campaigns across
the social media platforms. Automatic Personal Diary is another applica-
tion where the user can upload pictures (from vacations, events) as a
batch. The system then arranges and writes captions for these pictures
which can later be used for retrieval or shared with colleagues.
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A
C A P T I O N E VA L UAT I O N M E T R I C S

a.1 bleu

BLEU [64] is the most popular metric in caption evaluation. It has its
origins from the machine translation community. We first define a
modified version of precision called modified n-gram precision which
matches test sentence’s n-grams only as many times as they are present
in the ground-truth. This modified n-gram precision can be defined as
follows:

(A.1)P = exp (
N

∑
n=1

wn log(pn)),

where wn = 1/n.
Having defined the precision, we now need to introduce the recall

for n-grams. But this is tricky, as there can be multiple ground-truth
sentences. Intuitively, a longer test sentence will have a higher recall.
At the same time our modified precision P penalizes arbitrary repe-
tition of words. Therefore, we introduce recall by penalizing shorter
sentences. A new multiplicative term BP for the precision is define
here:

(A.2)BP =

1, if c > r,

exp (1− r
c ), otherwise,

where c is the test sentence length and r is the average length of the
ground-truth sentences.

a.2 rouge

As the name indicates, ROUGE [65] is based only on recall and is
generally used for summary evaluation in machine translation. The
ROGUE metric has the following types:

1. ROUGE-N is the recall based on n-grams. For example, ROUGE-1
counts recall based on matched uni-grams. For a given n it counts
the total number of n-grams across the ground-truth sentences
and counts the fraction of them present in test sentence.

2. ROUGE-L/W/S are based on the Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS), weighted LCS and skip-bigram co-occurrence count re-
spectively. Here we use the F-score values instead of recall. For
ROUGE-L, the F-score is calculated as follows:
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P =
LCS(T, G)
LengthT

, (A.3)

R =
LCS(T, G)
LengthG

, (A.4)

where T and G are the target and ground-truth sentences respec-
tively. Lengthx is the length of x. We calculate F as the weighted
harmonic mean of P and R as:

F =
(1 + b2) RP

R + b2P
. (A.5)

For ROUGE-W, for calculating the weighted LCS, we track the
length of consecutive matches along with the LCS. For ROUGE-S,
a skip-bigram is the any pair of words allowing for arbitrary
gaps. We calculate the precision and recall on skip-bigrams as
mentioned above.

a.3 meteor

The challenge with BLEU is that the BP value uses lengths which are
mean for the entire ground-truth sentences. Therefore, this affects
the scores of individual sentences. To address this issue, METEOR [66]
proposes modification to the precision and recall functions. It replaces
the F-score with a weighted F-score based on unigrams and penalizes
incorrect word order.
To calculate the Weighted F-score, we find the largest subset of map-
ping that can form an alignment between test and ground truth sen-
tences. To achieve this, apart from exact matches, we perform word-
stemming and replace words with their synonyms. Having found such
an alignment where m is the number of mapped unigrams between
the two sentences, we define the precision, recall and F-measure as
following:

P =
m

LengthT
, (A.6)

R =
m

LengthG
, (A.7)

F =
PR

αP + (1− α)R
. (A.8)

To encourage the word ordering and penalize arbitrary words, the
following penalty function is introduced:

fpenalty = γ
( c

m

)β
, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, (A.9)

c is the number of matching subsets, m is the total number of matches,
βandγ are hyperparameters
The final Meteor score M is calculate as:

M = (1− fpenalty) ∗ F. (A.10)
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a.4 cider

The CIDER [67] metric follows the same intuition as BLEU but is spe-
cially designed for image captioning (in contrast to machine translation
metrics above). For an image Ii, the test sentence ci is matched against
the ground-truth sentences for Ii, represented by Si = {si1, si2, . . . , sim}
It starts with stemming all the words in the test and ground-truth
captions. Now, a measure of consensus would count how often n-
grams in test caption are present in ground-truth. n-grams that are
commonly present through all images in the dataset should be given
lower weights as they probably are less informative. To achieve this,
CIDER performs a Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF) for each n-gram. The TF-IDF weighting gk(sij) for n-gram ωk is
calculated as:

(A.11)gk(sij) =
hk(sij)

∑wl∈Ω hl(sij)
log

(
|I|

∑Ip∈I min(1, ∑q hk(spq))

)
,

where hk(sij) denotes the number of times n-gram ωk occurs in sij, Ω
is the vocabulary of all n-grams and I is the set of all images in the
dataset.
The first term measures the TF of each n-gram ωk and the second
term measure the rarity of ωk using IDF. The TF gives high weights
to frequently occurring n-grams in ground-truth while IDF reduces
the weights of n-grams that occur across all images in the dataset.
Intuitively IDF gives a word importance score by discounting words
which are popular and hence less informative.
Now the CIDER score can be computed as mean cosine similarity
between test and ground truth captions:

(A.12)CIDERn(ci, Si) =
1
m ∑

j

gn(ci).gn(sij)
|gn(ci)||gn(sij)|

,

where, gn(ci) is a vector formed from gk(ci) corresponding to all n-
grams of length n and |.| its magnitude.





B
C R O W D - S O U R C I N G : L E S S O N S L E A R N E D

Verification of subjective aspects is an important part of research when
it comes to multimedia research. Although, quantitative metrics exist,
these are often limited to well-defined subsets of possible scenarios
and can be overcome by tuning hyperparameters. This leads to unreli-
able results which are not considered while designing the experiments.
Therefore, qualitative evaluation are still in need for multimedia topics.
However, traditionally, such evaluations are often expensive, require
organizational skills and are time-consuming. Crowd-sourcing allevi-
ates the challenges in traditional qualitative evaluation by outsourcing
the tasks via Internet to a global worker pool. Although effective,
Crowd-Sourcing is not a straight forward approach and brings in
its set of challenges. Extra considerations need to be taken in order
to gain better results, because of the virtual environment and tradi-
tional differences. We list out the pitfalls and best practices [87] in this
chapter.

b.1 key challenges in crowd-sourcing

Challenges in Crowd-Sourcing arise as a result of remote-setting of the
task, heterogeneity of users, their hardware, environments etc. One has
to not only consider the actual user ratings but also the non-standard
test equipment like software compatibility of browsers, Internet speed
etc.

b.1.1 Limitations of Crowd-Sourcing

A Crowd-Sourcing system can, in theory, be used for assessment of
any stimuli and any type of subjective methodology. However, in
practice, one is faced with several limitations. The main technical con-
straints are the bandwidth of the users which limit the interactivity
of the experiment. Additionally highly interactive experiments also
require equally good hardware support with the worker. This is par-
ticularly evident in video-captioning where users have to be shown a
video clip. Experiments which require interaction among the workers
are practically impossible with Crowd-Sourcing. This also applies to
experiments which might require olfactory stimuli.
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b.1.2 User Reliability

There are also cases where on some platforms user ratings are not very
reliable. This means that additional tests need to designed in order
to filter out low rated users. Technical errors also can occur as these
web based experiments, leading to users receiving a different view
of test conditions. Such cases can lead to users being flagged off as
unreliable, although the answers were valid from users’ point of view.
Therefore, one needs additional monitoring mechanisms to monitor
users’ environments. Users may also cheat the system to maximize
their incentives while minimizing their efforts and submit low quality
work. Crowd-Sourcing platforms, usually provide a gold standard
verification mechanism to address this issue. The tasks should be
designed in such a way that there is no incentive for user to cheat.
This implies that in a task the cheating should take approximately the
same time as completing it in the right way.

b.2 best practices

b.2.1 Popular Platforms

There are several platforms which are available for researchers to
design to conduct evaluations. However, Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) and CrowdFlower are the most popular in the community.
These platforms differ in the features and fees that they offer. Al-
though, CrowdFlower offers better design features like gold standard
integration, it is designed for big corporations to carry out their inter-
nal surveys. Therefore, in the past five years, researchers and academic
institutions have relied on AMT for their experiments. This also trans-
lates to AMT providing pre-designed templates which are suited for
most experiments commonly required by the community.

b.2.2 Incentive Design and User Bonuses

Incentive Design focuses on improving the quality of results by im-
proving the willingness of users to participate beyond pure financial
gains. This usually happens through gamification of tasks helping
more users to complete the task in shorter time. Furthermore, users
who perform well are encourage further through a bonus payments
rewarding their efforts. Most Crowd-Sourcing platforms at present
provide the user-bonus mechanism, where researchers can decide to
pay extra money to participant users (at a later point in time) after the
tasks have been evaluated.
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b.2.3 Demographics

There are several options to collect demographic data. A survey at the
beginning of the experiment can be used to collect this data. However,
it should be noted that users may also provide wrong information in
such surveys. Therefore, platforms also provide demographic informa-
tion on the users which can act at an additional validation of the data.
Demographics can also be extracted from social networks, if available.

b.2.4 Two Stage Experiment Design

Even though some platforms provide an option for gold standard
data, these are not implement with sufficient reliability mechanisms.
Therefore, it is beneficial to design the experiment in two stages. In
the first stage, the users are asked to take a simple test (also collect
demographics) which is related to the experiment and hence evaluates
their understanding of the tasks. This stage acts as an additional
barrier to exclude under-performing users. The second stage, is the
actual experiment which is taken only by users who have cleared the
first stage.
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